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An analytical investigation was conducted to evaluate quantitative

applications of available model rotor tip vortex patterns from a water

tunnel. This evaliation consisted of reducing selected photographic wake

data to coordinate form, and comparing the resulting wake geometries with

both theoretical results and available experimental data taken in air.

Additionally, the rtudy included an examination of the sensitivity of water

tunnel wake geometry to the water tunnel test parameters which did not

duplicate full-scale rotor values and the applicability of a water tunnel

wake geometry to determine the airloadi of a full-scale rotor. Finally,

the possibility of developing simplified wake documentation and

generalization procedures and improved water tunnel test techniques was
assessed.

It was found that the usefulness of the available photographic wake

data for quantitative purposes is limited. Many of the lmitations could

be eliminated in future tests through the improved test procedures

recommended herein. The capability of a theoretical analysis to predict

the water tunnel wake features in forward flight was also demonstrated.

The analysis was used (1) to determine that the primary parameters

influencing tip vortex geometry in moderate to high-speed forward flight

(O.15) are number of blades, rotor advance ratio, thrust coefficient,

and tip-path plane angle, and (2) to show that tip vortex geometry is

insensitive to differences in the azimuth variation of blade loading pro-

duced by variations of blade flexibility, cyclic pitch, Reynolds number,

and Mach number. Thus the fact that the full-scale values of the latter

parameters were not accurately simulated in the water tunnel does not
appear to significantly compromise the representation of the full-scale
rotor wake by the wake of the model rotor, providing the primary para-

meters are duplicated. The analysis was also used to show that for
typical high-speed flight, wake distortions generally have a negligible

effect on blade airloads except at local points wherp the tip vortices
pass close to the blades. Procedures for simplifying wake doumentation,

generalizing forward-flight wake geometry, and improving water , ncl

test techniques are also presented along with a discussion of tn-
advantages and disadvantages of testing in water and air.
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L rotor lift, ib
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Mr=O. 7 Mach number at r = 0.7
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section or point on tip vortex, nondimensionalized by R
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t time, sec

T rotor thrust, lb

V forward velocity or tunnel flow velocity, lct

ind:uced velocity, fps

momentum value of axial induced velocity, positive down,
ViMOM fps; see Equation (2)

w blade weight per unit spanwise length, lb/in.

x longitudinal coordinate measured from center of rotor disc
in tip-path plane, nondimensionalized by R, positive as
shown in Figure 6
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tip-path plane, nondimensionalized by R, positive as shown
in Figure 6
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up as shown in Figure 6
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Water tunnel testing to visualize tip vortex trails of a model rotor
has recently been presented as a method for determining wake characteris-

tics representative of full-scale rotors. Water tunnel tests conducted

at Oceanics, Inc., under USAAMRDL sponsorship have provided a large

quantity of wake ;isualization photographic data for model rotors simula-

ting both hover and forward flight. A description of these tests and

sample photographs of the wake patterns are presented in References 1
through 3. Potential applications of wake visualization data obtained in

a water tunnel are:

1. To provide a fundamental understanding of rotor wake

characteristics

2. To provide experimental wake geometry data for comparison with

wake geometries predicted by theoretical methods

3. To provide quantitative wake geometry information for use in

theoretical analyses for computing the instantaneous rotor flow

field and associated blade airloads, rotor performance, stress,

vibration and acoustic characteristics

Water tunnel data acquired at Oceanics, Inc. were primarily obtained to
define qualitative rotor wake features. Qualitative observations which
are of value in clarifying many physical characteristics of the rotor wake

are included in Reference 1. However, it remained to be determined the
degree to which the available data are applicable, in a quantitative sense,

to full-scale rotors operating in air.

For the past several years the United Aircraft Research Laboratories
(UARL) have been engaged in experimental and analytical studies pertaining
to toth the visualization and prediction of rotor wake geometries, and

the development of helicopter aerodynamic analyses which include provi-
sions for both distorted and undistorted wake geometries. These studies,

described in References 4 tarough 8, have provided valuable data and
analytical methods for determining rotor wake characteristics. The
objectives of the investigation reported herein were to apply the results

of these studies with those of the Oceanics' experiments to:

1. Dev0 .op and apply procedures for transforming photographic wake
data to quantitative form using water tunnel wake measurements

-v;- t -1



2. Evaluate and demonstrate procedures for using water tunnel wake
data to determine full-scle rotor wake patterns and blade
airloads

3. Review and recommend methods for simplifying the documentation
and generalization of rotor wake geometry data and improving
water tunnel testing techniques

This report contains sample results from the water tunnel experiments
along with a brief description of the test procedures used. Also
included are: (l) a description of the techniques used to reduce the
wake data to coordinate form, (2) comparisons of the data with theory
and other experimental wake data, (3) a sensitivity study to evaluate the
effect of nonsimulated parameters in the water tunnel tests, and (4) a
discussion of the applicability of model water tunnel wake geometry data
tc determine full-scale airloads. Finally, procedures for documenting
and generalizing wake geometry data, suggestions for improving test
procedures, and a discussion of the relative merits of testing in water
and air are presented.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

DESCRIPTION OF THE OCEANICS WATER TUNNEL TEST

The expe-.imental program conducted in the Oceanics water tunnel is
described in etail in Reference 1. Briefly, the expe-imental program,

conducted in !.)67, consisted of testing single model rotor configurations
designed to simulate teetering rotor flight conditions from hover to

120 kt. The Oceanics water tunnel is a recirculating, closed-jet type
tunnel with a test section having a square cross section 20,in. on a side
and a length of approximately 7 ft. The model helicopter rotor blades
were geometrically scaled from the blades of the UH-lD main rotor. A
scale factor of 4 8 was used to simulate the full-scale rotor having a 24-ft

radius with the model rotor having a radius of 6 in. Although the UH-ID

rotor is a two-bladed teetering rotor, the model was tested with one,

two, and three blades rigidly attached to the hub (i.e., hingeless). The
test conditions consisted of simulated 4ooo-, 6000-, 8000-, and 10,000-lb

lift values for the wo-bladed configuration, and the same control
settings (i.e., collective pitch and shaft tilt) were used for the one-

and three-bladed configurations. In addition to hover, simulated forward
velocities of 10, 20, 25, 35, 50, 60, 70, 90, 110, and 120 kt were

investigated.

In order to observe and document the tip vortex patterns created by

the model rotors, the tip vortices were made visible by emitting air

bubbles from the tip of each blade. These bubbles remained trapped in

the core of the tip vortices, thereby making the vortex trails visible.

The tip vortex trails were recorded in 16 mm high-speed movies and stop-
action and time-exposure photographs. Sample photographs showing the top
and side views of the wake of the two-bladed rotor operating at the

simulated 10,000-lb and 6000-lb lift conditions and zero forward velocity

(hover) are presented in Figures 1 and 2. Photographs for the same rotor

operating at the simulated 10,000-lb lift condition and 35 kt and 90 kt

forward velocity are presented in Figures 3 and 4. In addition to the

flow visualization data, rotor lift, rotational speed, shaft angle of
attack (or mast tilt as referred to in Reference 1), blade collective

pitch, and tunnel velocity were recorded.

The test procedures consisted of the following. The collective pitch

(for the two-bladed rotor) was initially set to the full-scale flight test

value. The model shaft angle of attack was set equal to the angle between

the full-scale rotor tip-path plane and the free stream (tip-path plane

angle of attack). Neither a teetering hinge nor cyclic pitch was

incorporated in the model rotor, so the airload distribution and blade
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response of the test rotor were not truly representative of the full-scale
helicopter operation. The model advance ratio was set equal to the full-
scale advance ratio by equating the ratio of the water tunnel velocity
and model tip speed (25.21 fps) to the ratio of the full-scale velocity
and full-scale tip speed (800 fps). The rotational velocity of the model
rotor was maintained at 8 rps ii. & direction opposite to conventional
full-scale operation (i.e., the model rotated clockwise when viewed from
above). Operating under these conditions, the rotor thrust along the
shaft was measured and converted to rotor lift (normal to the free-stream
direction). If the lift coefficient value obtained in the water tunnel
was not within 3 percent of the desired full-scale value (corrected
through the use of the Prandtl-Glauert factor at the 0.7 radius), the
collective pitch angle was changed and the test was repeated until the
measured lift coefficient was within the specified tolerance range. In
this manner, collective pitch values were established for the two-bladed

rotor conditions. These same values of collective pitch were then employ-
ed for investigations involving the one- and three-bladed rotor configura-
tions. To account for the difference in the compressibility characteris-
tics between the test medium for the model (water) and the operating
medium for the full-scale rotor (air), the Prandtl-Glauert compressibility
correction was applied to the full-scale lift coefficient, CLCOMP,F.S.,
to obtain the corresponding incompressible model lift coefficient,
CLINC,MODEL, applicable to operation in water. The following Prandtl-
Glauert compressibility correction was used:

CLINC,MODEL (M0 . 7 )2 CLCOMP,F.S ()

The Mach number, MO.7, was taken as the mean value at the 0.7 radius of the

full-scale rotor (N.7 = o.49), which results in a Prandtl-Glauert
correction factor of 0.87. As discussed in a later section of this
report, this compressibility correction is applicable when the correlation
of model and full-scale collective pitch values are of interest. However,
when it is desired to simulate the wake geometry of a full-scale rotor in

a water tunnel, the full-scale lift coefficient should be duplicated
directly without the application of the compressibility correction.

No corrections were included for differences in viscous effects
between the modal and full-scale rotors. Thc Reynolds number, Re =cf1R/v,
based on the rotor chord length and tip speed, was approximately 7.9 x 106

for the UH-lD roto? and 9.3 x 104 for the model rotor operating in the
water tunnel. It was assumed that the Reynolds number effect on the total

rotor lift coefficient is negligible. The effect of Reynolds number on
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the drag characteristics was recognized, and thus rotor torque was not
measured.

Corrections were not included for tunnel wall interference, However,
for the hover and transitional velocity conditions, the lift and photo-
graphic data were recorded after the rotor reached a constant rotational
speed but prior to the establishment of substantial recirculation from

the impingement of the wake on the tunnel floor and walls.

DESCRIPTION OF THEORETICAL METHODS

Several theoretical methods developed at the United Aircraft Research
Laboratories in recent years were used during the course of this investi-
gation to evaluate and apply water tunnel data. The following background
information is presented to acquaint the reader with the theoretical
methods used and the procedures for their application.

The theoretical methods used in this study are depicted schematically
in Figure 5. The Blade Response Analysis, Circulation Analysis, and Wake
Geometry Analysis are used in sequence to compute blade response, rotor
and wake circulations, wake geometry, blade inflow, and airload distribu-
tions. Provisions for the calculation of integrated rotor performance,
blade stresses and vibrations based on the calculated airload distributions
are also included. The combination of the component theoretical methods,

shown in Figure 5, makes up what will be referred to as the UARL Rotor
Analysis. Iterations between the component methods are required to insure
compatibility between the input and output items. A brief description of
e .c'h of the component methods making up the UARL Rotor Analysis follows.

Blade Response Analysis

The Blade Response Analysis is used to determine the performance,
flapping and fully-coupled elastic blade response based on predetermined
airfoil data and inflow distributions. The blade response can be
represented by up to five flapwise, two chordwise, and two torsional
elastic modes. Blade rigid body modes -- flapping and lagging -- are also

considered for articulated rotors. If blade flexibility is not desired,
rotor performance and airloads are calculated using rigid blade motions
only. When flexibility is desired, a normal mode technique (Reference 9,
p. 125) is used to determine the elastic blade deflections. Reference 10

contains the basic differential equations of motion which are solved in
the computerized Blade Response Analysis by a numerical integration
technique that consists of a finite difference, step-by-step temporal

integratiun of the equations.
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A given distribution of blade induced velocities (inflow) over the
rotor disc is required for the analysis. The source of these velocities,
which are normal to the plane of the rotor, may simply be the "constant
inflow" based on the momentum value of induced velocity (Reference 11),

RR CT
Vi MOM 2 (2)

2(2

or it may be the more complex "variable inflow" determined from the

computation of the induced effects of the rotor wake pattern at the blades.

The rotor operating parameters and blade structural characteristics
are required as input to the analysis. The operating parameters consist
of such items as the rotor velocity, tip speed, air density, cyclic pitch,
and a specified combination of rotor lift and propulsive force, or
collective pitch and inflow ratio, or rotor lift and angle of attack, The

blade dimensional and structural characteristics include blade planform
dimensions, airfoil shape, and distributions of twist, mass, and stiffness.
In addition, airfoil section aerodynamic data and blade natural vibration
characteristics are required for the Blade Response Analysis. Two options
for the aerodynamic data are available. The first option is based on

steady-state, two-dimensional airfoil data. The second replaces the
steady-state airfoil data, where possible, by unsteady data derived from
available data for two-dimensional airfoils executing forced, pure sinu-
soidal pitching motion. For the applications of the analysis described
herein (which involve largely unstalled conditions), steady-state, two-
dimensional airfoil data were used. The required natural vibration

characteristics of the blade are derived from a separate computer analysis
in the form of blade natural frequencies and mode shapes.

Circulation Analysis

If variable inflow and/or wake geometry is to be computed, the
Circulation Analysis is used to calculate the time-varying bound circula-
tion distributions on the blade and the associat.ed trailing vortex circula-
tion distributions. The circulation distributions are calculated given

the rotor blade motions and control settings and a specified geometry of
the rotor wake. The technical approach used in the Circulation Analysis
is basically similar to that described in Reference 12, and the analysis

generally represents a rotary-wing equivalent of the classical lifting-line
approach used successfully for fixed wings.
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Once the circulations are computed, the variable inflow velocities
induced at the blade by the bound and trailing vorticity of the rotor can
be determined, through application of the Biot-Savart law which can be
expressed simply in the following form:

Vif(Pwake Geometry)
(3):4- (r)(Gc)

Here the induced velocity at a point on the blade, Vi, is a function of
the circulations and wake geometry and is proportional to the sunmation of
the products of the circulation strength, r, and the geometric influence
coefficient, GC, of each element of vorticity in the rotor-wake system.
The geometric coefficient is related only to the distance between a wake
element and the point at which the induced velocity is being computed.

Wake Geometry. Analysis

The Circulation Analysis requires that the rotor wake geometry be
specified in order for circulations and induced velocities to be deter-
mined. Either an undistorted or distorted wake geometry may be used.

Undistorted Wake

In earlier variable inflow methods (e.g., Reference 12), the wake
was assumed to be a classical undistorted skewed helical sheet of vorticity
defined from momentum considerations (herenfter refarred to as the
undistorted wake). The equations for the undistorted wake coordinates are
presented below.

x -COS (ho,,I W) f A/'w (4)

y: sin (pbo,, -,pw) (5)

Z -( tan XTr.Pr )11 q1 Ax ,w (6)

A diagram of the rotor-wake coordinate system in the water tunnel is
presented in Figure 6. The origin of the coordinate system is defined as
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the center of the rotor disc in the tip-path plane. The rectilinear
coordinates x, y, and z are nondimensionalized by the rotor radius, R.
The azimuthal wake coordinate, 4,W hereafter referred to as the wake
azimuth position, is the azimuth angle in the rotating coordinate system
of a point on the vortex filament relative to the blade from which. it
originated. As shown in Figure 7, it is equivalent to the blade azimuth
travel from the time it shed the vortex point to the current time of
interest:

*w = hoj - bo,0 (V*bo, l > hbo,ol (7)

Pb is defined as the blade aiimuth in the fixed coordinate system relative
to the downstream blade position (see Figure 6). *bo,o is the particular
azimuth position of the blade from which the vortex was originated at the
time the vortex point was shed (see Figure 7). b l is the azimuth
position of the originating blade at the current time of interest (see
Figure 7). In Equation (7), PbO 1 must be greater than *b O 0 and can be
greater than 360 deg, depending Upon the number of times the originating
blade passed the 41b = 0 position since the vortex point was shed.

Te coordinates of the undistorted wake representation are obtained

fromthe rotor advance ratio, pthrust coefficient, CT, andangle of attack
relative to the tip-path plane, aTPP. For example, the top view of the
tip vortex filaments is obtained directly from the helicoidal path of
the blade tip as it translates at the velocity VcoscTpP and rotates at the
velocity f1R. These two velocity components are contained in the advance
ratio, A, that appears in Equation (41). The side view is dependent on the
wake deflection angle, XTPP (angle between the rotor disc and wake stream-
lines), which is defined in the following manner:

MEAN ROTOR FLOW VELOCITY
tan XTpP : ROTOR TRANSLATIONAL VELOCITY (8)

or

XTPP tan -, - - V1 (9)
V COs a TPP
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If the-momentum value of induced velocity from Equation (2), is used for
Vi, the wake deflection angle relation is

XTPP ta(

in which X is the rotor inflow ratio,

V sin TPP-Vi
RR

For moderate to high-speed flight conditions (typically, j> 0.15).2

QR CT

and the wake deflection angle relation is

XTPP ton tan (CTTpp) (13)

Distorted Wake

To eliminate the necessity for prescribing an undistorted wake
geometry, an analytical method for computing more realistic wake
geometries was developed at UARL. The basic approach of this method,
entitled the Wake Geometry Analysis, involves the following. First, an
undistorted wake model is defined along with the distribution of circula-
tion strengths of the various vortex elements comprising the wake. The
classical Biot-Savart law is then applied to determine the velocities
induced by each vortex wake element at numerous points in the wake. These
distorting velocities are then numerically integrated over a small time
increment to obtain new wake element positions. The process of alter-
nately computing new velocities and positions is continued until a
converged, periodic distorted wake geometry is attained. By dividing the
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wake into near and far wake elements, an approi mate anal-ysis which
eliminates the potentially mssive computing cost requirements has been
developed without significantly compromising the accuracy of the technical
results. Further details of the procedures used to compute wake
geometries are given in References 4 and 5.
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MODEL BLADE -C&RACTERISTrCS AND ROTOR OPERATIN( CONITIONS

MODEL Bl-DE DISIONAL, STRUCTURAL. AND AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS 2

The dimensional and structural characteristics of the Oceanics model

rotor, required as input information for the theoretical analyses, Fre.

given in Table I. A three-view drawing of the Oceanics model blade is
presented in Figure 8.

TABLE I. MODEL BLADE DIMEVISIONAL AT]D STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS

Rotor radius, R, in. 6.0

Blade aerodynamic n&-th, in. 5.42

Blade chord, c, in. 0.437

Number of blades, b 2

Blade linear twist, 01, deg -10.9

Rotor solidity, a, 0.o464

Blade root constraint hingeless

Airfoil section NACA 0012

Precone angle, a., deg 4.o

Material stainless steel

Blade weight per unit length, w, lb/in. 0.000367*

Blade flapwise area moment of inertia,IF, in2 .35 x 10-6*

IF in..h

*Applies to uniform thickness portion of blade.

The blade centroidal and elastic axes were calculated to be aft of the
aerodynamic center (1/4 chord) by 17 and 12 percent, respectively. In the
computation of the blade characteristics, a Solid steel blade was assumed;

iI
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i.e., the influence of a small slot containing the stainless steel tube
to provide airflow to the blade tip (shown in Figure 8) was assumed to be
negligible.

Available UARL incompressible two-dimensional NACA 0012 airfoil data
in the general Reynolds number range of the Oceanics test program

(110,000 vs. 93,000 at the model blade tip in hover) were incorporated in
the analyses. The airfoil data are presented in Figure 9. Since the
maximum lift coefficient for a given airfoil is highly dependent on
Reynolds number, ideally, the lift characteristics of the rotor as a
function of the local Reynolds number at each radial station should be
included. However, airfoil data covering the Reynolds number range from
0 to 100,000 were not available. The use of the 110,000 Reynolds number
data is believed reasonable considering the relatively small contributions
of the inboard sections of the blade to the total lift and assuming the
blade tip regions were unstalled for the conditions investigated.

INFLUENCE OF WATER ON BLADE RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

The use of water instead of air as the fluid medium for the model
rotor test program influenced the dynamic response characteristics of the
blades. The properties of water and their effect on the blade character-
istics must therefore be accounted for in the theoretical analyses. For
example, the density of water (1.939 slugs/ft 3 ) is greater, by a factor of
815, than that of air (0.0022 slugs/ft3 for full-scale UH-lD rotor
conditions reported herein). Also, the analysis was modified to incorpo-
rate the influence of the virtual mass of water on the blade response.
This was accomplished by including the virtual mass terms (derived from
p. 263 of Reference 9) in the differential equations of motion of the
blade. The influence of the virtual mass on the blade response character-
istics was found to be very significant. For example, the virtual mass
per unit blade length, which is equivalent to the mass of water enclosed
in a unit length cylinder with a diameter of one chord-length, was
calculated to be 1.23 times the blade mass per unit length. The virtual
mass, when included in the linear acceleration term in the flapwise
equation of motion in Reference 10 (it is not included in the centrifugal
term), increases this term by a factor of 2.23.

The blade mass and stiffness distributions, rotor rotational speed,
and virtual mass effects were used to determine the natural frequencies
and mode shapes of the model blade. Table II shows a comparison of the
uncoupled model blade bending and torsional frequencies in air and water
nondimensionalized by the model rotational frequency of 50.4 rad/sec
(25.2 ft/sec tip speed).
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TABLE II. MODEL BLADE NATURAL FREQUENCY RATIOS

Frequency Ratio Frequency Ratio
in Air in Water

1st Mode Flapwise 6.24 4.18

2nd Mode Flapwise 38.1 25.5

3rd Mode Flapwise 105.1 70.4

1st Mode Chordwise 51.0 34.1

ist Mode Torsion 164.3 116.0

The high model blade frequency ratios reflect the low rotational frequency
of the test. In addition, the chordwise frequency ratios are higher than
those of conventional full-scale blades because of the increased chordwise
stiffness to mass ratio of the solid stainless-steel model blades. The
lower frequency ratios for operation in water relative to operation in air
result from the virtual mass effects of the water. Also; due to the low
rotational frequency, the centrifugal stiffening effects are small com-
pared to typical full-scale rotors; for example, the rotational ccntribu-
tion to the first flapwise frequency in water is only 2 percent of the
total,

As a result of the high bending frequencies, the effects of the third
flapwise and first chordwise bending modes on the blade response were
negligible. The effect of structural coupling between the first torsional
mode and the flapwise modes was determined through the use of an experi-

mental static calibration rig shown in Figure 10. This rig was used to
determine the static torsional deflection of the model blade under load.

Weights were hung from various chordwise positions at the tip of the blade,
and the torsional deflection angles were measured. For representative
torsional moments, negligible torsional deflections were measured,

indicating that the contribution of the torsional modes to the total blade
response was negligible. Thus, the model rotor theoretical cases, to be
described in following sections, were based on the inclusion of only two
flapwise bending modes to simulate the blade flexibility.

13
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The general ability of the theoretical analysis to predict the blade
dynamic response is demonstrated in Figure 11, in which a comparison of
the measurcd and predicted blade bending displacements from the preconed
position is presented. A two-bladed rotor operating at a simulated 90-kt
condition-was selected for the comparison. The nondimenstonal deflections

of the blades at several azimuth positions were scaled from the photo-
graphic data for the selected flight condition and compared with the
predicted deflections. The full-scale rotor parameters and the model rotor
parameters are listed in Table III and compared with the analytical
results based on a calculated distorted wake.

TABLE III. COMPARISON OF EXPERII.MUTAL AM,
THEORETICAL ROTOR PARAMEERZ

Oceanie UARL
Full-Scale RAor Test Rotor Analysis

Velocity, kt 90 2.B3 2.83

Rotor lift, lb 10,000 3.1 3.1

Shaft tilt, deg -8.9 -8.9 -8.9

Collective pitch, deg 14.7 14.9 14.9
(at grip on hub)

ROTOR OPRATING CONDITIONS

The investigation described herein was limited to the reduction of
the wake for four water tunnel test conditions to coordinate form. The

selected conditions are shown in Table IV and represent a typical range
of full-scale operating conditions.

TABLE IV. TEST CONDITIONS FOR THIS INVESTIGATION

No. of Simulated Forward Simulated

Condition No. Blades Velocity (kt) Lift (lb)

1 2 0 10,000
2 2 0 6,000
3 2 35 10,000
4 2 90 10,000
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From a choice of the one-, two-, and three-bladed rotors tested in the
water tunnel, a two-bladed rotor was selected since full-scale rotor
performance and airload data were available for two-bladed rotors. Two
hover conditions were selected to show the effect of thrust level on the
wake geometry of a hovering rotor and to compare with available model
rotor data from tests in air. The simulated 35-kt condition was selected
as a representative condition for the transition speed range. Thv 90-kt

condition was selected as being representative of a cruise speed condition
and was approximately the condition for which full-scale airloads data are

available.

The operating and control parameters for the four model rotor
conditions are presented in Table V. The corresponding operating and
control parameters of the full-scale UH-lD are also tabulated for
comparison on the following two pages.
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TABIE V. ROTOR OPERATING AND CONTROL PARAMETERS
PART I: HOVER CONDITIONS

(Model and Flight Test Values)

FORWARD VELOCITY 0 (iiover) O(Hover)

ROTOR LIFTa 10,000 lb 6000 lb

ROTOR Model U Mdel ID2

Actual forward velocity, V, kt 0 0 0 0

Tip speed, flR, fps 25.2 800 25.2 800

Rotational speed, rev/sec 8.0 5.31 8.0 5.31

Shaft angle of attack, ces, deg 0 0 0 0

Tip-path plane angle, vTpp, deg 0 0 0 0

Advance ratio, A 0 0 0 0

Collective pitch, o, degb 17.0 17.0 14.1 14.2

Collective pitch, 075 , deg 8.8 8.8 5.9 6.0

Cyclic pitch, cosine component, As, deg 0.0 -0.0 0.0 ~-0.0

Cyclic pitch, sine component, Bls , deg 0.0 -0.0 0.0 -0.0

Rotor lift, lb 3.28 -10,000 1.93 -6000

Rotor lift coefficient, CLC 0.0034 0.0039 0.0020 0.002

Fluid medium Water Air Water Air

Fluid density, slugs/ft3  1.939 0.0022 1.939 0.0022

Reynolds numberd 93xl04 7.9x106  9.3x!O4 7.9x106I

Mach number 0 0.69 0 0.69

aSimulated values for model rotor.
bCollective pitch at center of rotation; 0.8 deg has been added to
Reference 1 values which are at grip.
CModel CL is actual incompressible CL. Model CL -UH-lD CL when
dcompressibility correction (Equation (1)) applie..
Average value at tip of blade.
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TAB12 V. - Continued
PART II: FORWARD FLIGHT CO1DITIONS

(Model and Flight Test Values)

FORWARD VELOCITY' 35 kt 90 kt
ROTOR IFT' 10,000 lb 10,000 lb

ROTOR Model UH-!D Model UH-lD

Actual forwarl velocity, V, kt 1.10 35 2.83 90

Tip speed, .fR, fps 25.2 800 25.2 800

Rotational speed, rev/sec 8.0 5.31 8.0 5.31

Shaft angle of attack, as, deg -3.9 g -8.9 g

Tip-path plane angle, aTPP' dege -2.8 -3.9 -6.3 -8.9

Advance ratio, i 0.074 0.4 o.19 0.19

Collective pitch, Oo, degb 15.5 14.7 15.7 15.5

Collective pitch, 075, deg 7.3 6.5 7.5 7.3

Cyclic pitch, cosine component, A1 , deg 0.0 g 0.0 g7

Cyclic pitch, sine component, Bl, deg 0.0 g 0.0 g

Rotor lift, lb 3.27 -lOO00 3.16 -10,000

Rotor lift coefficient, CL 0.0034 0.0039 0.0033 0.0038

Fluid medium Water Air Water Air

Fluid density, slugs/ft3  1.939 0.0022 1.939 0.0022

Reynolds numberd 9.3xlO4 7.9x10 6 
9 .3x 1 0 4 7.9x0 6

Mach numberf  0 0.74 0 0.82

a'dFootnoted on previous page.

eAccounts for blade flexibility.

fAdvancing tip Mach number (at Ob = 90 deg).

gUnavailable flight test data.
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REDUCTION OF WATER TUNNEL WAKE DATA TO COORDINATE FORM

To apply or compare flow visualization data from the water tunnel
test, the data must first be transformed to detailed quantitative form.
Procedures were thus developed for transforming the photographic wake data
to three-dimensional coordinate form. The accuracy of the coordinates
obtained were limited by the test techniques used. These limitations are
discussed below.

LIMTATIONS OF -THE WATER TUNNEL FLOW VISUALIZATION DATA

Since the objectives of the Reference 1 investigation were mainly to
determine the qualitative nature of the rotor wake, the techniques used
for recording the wake data resulted in several limitations for quantita-

tive applications. Some of the more significant limitations of the water

tunnel flow visualization data as recorded on movie film in the experi-
mental program of Reference 1 are:

1. The lack of visibility of the air bubble vortex traces in some
regions of the wake

2. The difficulties involved in locating corresponding points of

a three-dimensional wake pattern from two-dimensional photo-
graphic data

3. The difficulty involved in determining the azimuth positions of
the blade and the associated wake azimuth positions in the
side view of the photographic data

4. The lack of sufficient water tunnel reference points and

recorded camera positions

5. Photographic parallax and water refraction

6. The absence of flow visualization of the inboard wake

The visibility of the filmed air bubble vortex trails is completely
diminished in some regions of the still photographs and movie frames.

Some of the contributing factors are the physical interference of the

blades, hub, shaft housing, and nearer bubble traces, particularly for the

retreating side of the rotor (the camera v s always located on the
advancing side of the rotor for the side view). Some visibility is
also lost in the top view, in which the lateral edges of the rotor and

lateral vortex trails are hidden by the 'indow frame of the test section.
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This lateral edge limitation was more severe in the movie film data than
in the still photographs shown in Figures 1 through 4. The white grid
linet on the back wall of the tunnel also decrease the clarity of the
white vortex trails. In addition, some clarity is lost in the projection
of ti~e single movie frames. For two- and three-bladed rotors, visibility
is especially important for identifying the specific blade from which a
vortex trail originated. The overlapping and close spacing of the bubble
traces from vavious blades make this difficult for many test conditions
and, obviously, the problem worsens with increasing number of blades.

The tip vortex trails are distorted and at low advance ratios
dissipated by the interference with the rotor hub. Although this occurs
on full-scale rotors, the model hub, which is oversized both in planform
(0.2 rotor radius) and depth (0.12 rotor radius), overaccentuates this

phenomenon.

The side and top views of the wake were not photographed simulta-
neously and thus were neither synchronized nor necessarily photographed at
the same camera distance and angle. As a result, it is difficult to
accurately cross reference the longitudinal coordinate, x, between the two
views in order to obtain corresponding lateral and axial coordinats.
Also, it is difficult to cross reference rotor azimuth position between
top and side views. In order to associate the position of a vortex element
with its circulation strength, it is necessary to establish a correspon-
dence between an element in the wake (i.e., bubble) and the azimuth

position of the blade at the time it was shed (bo,o). The desirable
procedure for this would be to follow a specific bzbble in the top view,
for a specified blade rotation angle, from the time of its emission from

the blade and then locate the corresponding 'ubble in the side view. The
lack of synchronization of the two views makes this procedure impossible.
This was further complicated by the fact that the film speed was not
constant during filming.

Reference marks were inadequate for stmplifying data reduction, The
grid system located on the back wall of the water tunnel was not useful
because of parallax and the fact that the grid line spacing was not

conveniently related to the rotor size. Also, reference marks were not
present in the top view.

Photographic parallax, defined as the apparent displacement of a
point in the water tunnel as seen from two different viewing points, and
the refraction of the wake points due to the difference in density between
water and air, also complicated the data reduction. Corrections for these

factors could only be approximated due to the nonstationary position and
viewing angle of the camera during the test and the lack of precise
information concerning the camera location.
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PROCEDURES FOR LOW VISUALIZATION DATA REDUCTION

General Data Reduction Procedures

Considering the above limitations, special data reduction procedures
were developed to enhance the extent and accuracy of the wake coordinate
transformation from the existing flow visualization data. Although single
frames of the projected movie film data are not as clear as the existing
still photographs, analysis of the movie data was decided upon since such
data were available for all blade azimuth positions, whereas still photo-
graphs were taken at only one azimuth position. This is a particularly
limiting factor for forward velocity conditions for which the wake gecme-
try varies with azimuth position. Also, a sequence of photographs showing
the wake for different blade azimuth locations is desirable in hover to
aid in determining the complete wake time history.

Procedures were first developed for calibrating the rotor radius in
order to nondimensionalize the wake coordinates by the radius. The width
of the shaft housing (48.5 percent R) was used as a reference scaling

dimension. The origin of the coordinate system was defined as the center
of the rotor disc in the tip path plane (see Figure 6). Procedures were
developed for calibrating the rotor azimuth position from which the wake
azimuth coordinates could be determined. This calibration was accomplished
by starting with a blade at a known azimuth position and advancing the
film to count the number of frames per revolution from which the angle of
blade rotation per frame was calculated. Variations in the frame speed
and camera position (due to vibration) lead to the necessity of recali-
brating for each half-revolution of the rotor.

Data Reduction Procedures for Hovering Conditions

For the hovering cond. ions analyzed, Telereadex equipment was used
to project single movie fraes onto a screen, and tip vortex coordinates
were automatically recorded by positioning the intersection of two
digitized cross-wires at the desired wake points. The accuracy of this
procedure (approximately ±0.2 percent R) is well within the accuracy of A
tne visibility and repeatability of the photographic data. Transformation
of the tip vortex patterns to coordinate form was limited to approximately
two wake revolutions. This was due to the difficulty in accurately
distinguishing the remaining wake because of interference of the recircu-
lated wake from the tunnel floor. Also, it was difficult to clearly
visualize an individual tip vortex trail as a continuous filament on
single movie frames due to the visual interference of the second vortex
trail and the hub and shaft housing. Thus, procedures were employed which
consisted of determining the coordinates from the left and right sides of
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the wake from a series of frames of the side view. To initiate the

procedures, a frame of the side view was selected such that the blades

were located in the 0 and 180 deg azimuth position (Ob = 0 and 180 deg) as

shown in the side view in Figure 2. Alternate points located on the

extreme right of each wake revolution and shed from the blade located at

*b = 0 correspond to 360-deg increments in the vake azimuth angle,qW,

starting with *W = 0 at the blade tip. Similarly, alternate points on the

extreme left of each wake revolution from the same blade correspond to

360-deg Incrementci in fW starting with vW = 180 deg. The remaining

alternate points on each side correspond to the extreme right or left

points of the wake revolutions generated by the second blade, which is

shown at 'b = 180 deg. Knowing the wake azimuth coordinate, and measuring

the radial and axial coordinates for such points, the three-dimensional

coordinates were recorded. By proceeding to other frames for which the

increment in blade azimuth travel was known, the complete set of wake

coordinates was obtained. This technique is similar to that used for

determining vortex patterns from flow visualization tests in which smoke

is emitted externally from the blades as described in Reference 5. For

conditions in which the wake is symmetrical (independent of blade azimuth

position) and repeatable, the coordinates obtained by the above procedure

(i.e., from the streamlines on the right and left sides of the rotor) are

representative of each blade azimuth position, and the three-dimensional

helical tip vortex pattern may be reconstructed.

Data Reduction Procedures for Forward Velocity Conditions

Since vortex trail visibility was a major concern for the forward

velocity conditions, a Photo-Optical Data Analyzer was used to obtain the

wake coordinates for these conditions instead of the previously described

Telereadex equipment. The Photo-Optical Data Analyzer permitted the

pro4ection of the film data at specified slow frame speeds in addition to

the projection of a single frame. The primary procedure for obtaining the

tip vortex coordinates consisted of projecting single frames with the

blades in predetermined azimuth positions, tracing the projected vortex

trails on paper, and measuring the coordinates (automatic coordinate

acquisition is not a feature of the Photo-Optical Data Analyzer). However,

since the tip vortex filaments could not be visualized as complete

continuous filaments in single movie frames of the side view of the wake,

advantage was taken of the slow frame speed feature. In order to deter-

mine the tip vortex patterns and their time histories with respect to

rotor rotation, a second procedure was developed in which the trajectory
of small groupings of bubbles was viewed while the film was in motion.

The film was started at a specific blade azimuth angle and advanced for

specific intervals of blade rotation during which the bubbles shed from

the starting position of the blade were tracked. The trajectories of the
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groupings of bubbles were then traced on the projection paper. By cross
referencing azimuth intervals between tip vortex bubble trajectories, the

helicoidal wake pattern from a blade at each azimuth position was
reconstructed in coordinate form. Since portions of the wake were diffi-
cult to visualize, a significant amount of repetition was required.

DATA CORRECTIONS AND ACCURACY

A photogrammetric procedtre was developed to estimate the errors in
the uncorrected coordinates due to camera parallax and refraction of the
water. For example, in the vicinity of the rotor plane (within 0.2 R) the
resulting corrections produce a downward displacement of 2 percent of the
radius at a lateral distance of one radius from the longitudinal center-
line of the rotor on the retreating side, and an equivalent upward dis-
placement at the same distance on the advancing side. The parallax errors
are greater at the downstream end of the wake. However, emphasis in this
investigation was primarily directed toward the near-wake region since it
is the near wake that most significantly influences the induced effects at
the rotor.

Considering the data reduction procedures and limitations, it is
estimated that the accuracy of the rectilinear wake coordinates (x, y, z)
is within approximately -3 percent R in the visible wake regions. The
estimated accuracy of the blade azimuth angle, Ob, and wake azimuth angle,

q'W, is within t4 deg and ±8 deg, respectively. Investigation of the
influence of inaccuracies in the wake coordinates on the results of the
theoretical applications will be discussed in a later section.
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':!ATER TUNNEL WAKE COORDINATES AND-CCPARISON Th OTHER SOURCE

Using the procedures described above, coordinates of the tip vortex
patterns from the filmeO flc viualization d t, were obtained for the
four test conditions listed in Table IV These coordinates were compared
with theoretical resalts and experimental restQlts from tests o' model
rotors in air, as described bpIow.

HOVER -- WATER TUIREL RAKE VERSUS EXFERI1,01TAL WAU, IN AIR

The tip vortex coordinates for the model rotor simulating a hovering-
UH-JD rotor with a lift of 10,000 and 6000 lb were obtained from the water
tunnel data and compared with tip vortex coordinates from model rotor
tests conducted in. air at UARL. Tle wake geometry results of the UARL
hover tests are presented in Refarence 5 in the form of generalized wake
equations based on the systematic experimental variation of number of
blades, thrast level, blade twist, aspect ratio, and tip speed. A compar-
ison of the design characteristics of the Oceanics rotor and the most
similar UARL rotors is presented in Table VI.

TABLE VI. COMPARISON OF OCEANICS AND UARL MODEL
ROTOR DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

Oceanics Rotor UARL Rotor

Number of Blades 2 2

Aspect Ratio, AR 13.7 13.6

Rotor Solidity,0 -. 046 0.045

Linear Twist, 01 -10.9 deC -8, -16 deg

Root Constraint hingeless articulated

Airfoil section VUACA 0)12 NACA 0012

The data from Reference 5 were interpolated to the thrust coefficient and
twist of the Oceanics rotor using the generalized wake equations. The
model rotor thrust coefficients (incompressible) for the two hovering
conditions are:
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Simulated Thrust Coefficient/
Lift Thrust Coefficient, CT Solidity, CT/(r

10,000 lb 0.0034 0.073
6,ooo lb 0.0020 0.043

Simulated 10,000-lb Thrust Condition

The top and side views of the tip vortex patterns from each blade of
the two-bladed Oceanics xotor simulating the 10,0O0-lb thrust condition
are shown in Figures 12 and 13. Analysis of. the tip vortex patterns was
limited to two and one-half revolutions because of the difficulzy in
accurately distinguishing the remaining wake as a result of interference
of the recirculated wake from the tunnel floor. The flagged versus

unflagged symbols in Figure 12 indicate the difference between coordinates

obtained from the top and side views, respectively. Photographs of the
top and side views for this condition are shown in Figure 1. Note that in
the photographs the blades are at different azimuth positions than in
Figures 12 and 13. Comparison of corresponding pointi (at equal wake
azimuth intervals from the blade) on the tip vortex from each blade shows
that the wake patterns from the two blades are not equivalent. This is
more clearly shown in Figure 14, where the radial and axial coordinates of
the tip vortex from each blade at one instant of time are plotted versus

the tip vortex azimuthal coordinate, IW. As mentioned previously, the
wake azimuth position, 'PW, is the azimuth of a point on the tip vortex
relative to the blade from which the tip vortex originates, and is equiva-
lent to the blade azimuth travel from the time it generated the vorticity

of that point. The differences in the wake coordinates of the two blades
are evident, particularly beyond one wake revolution (UW>360 deg). It is

noted that beyond this azimuth the wake coordinates of each blade are also

unsteady with time. The generalized wake coordinates from the UARL model

rotor operating in air are included in Figure 14. The coordinates of the

Oceanics ane UARL rotors are similar up to approximately one wake revolu-
tion, at which point differences in the wake coordinates of the two

Oceanics blades appear.

Simulated 6000-lb Thrust Condition

The tip vortex coordinates for the two-bladed Oceanics rotor
simulating the 6000-lb thrust condition are shown in Figure 15. As with

the 10,000-1b condition, appreciable differences are observed in the

vortex coordinates from the two different blades. In addition to the

dependence on the particular blade from which the vortex is shed, the

coordinates were found to vary with the azimuth position of the originating

blade. That is, different coordinates resulted when a blade was on
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opposite sides of the rotor. For example, in Figure 15 the difference in
the two axial coordinate positions (Point A and Point B) of the vortex .

from Blade 1 at q- = 360 deg is attributable to data points taker. when A

Blade I was on opposite sides of the rotor (on the right and left sides
of the movie frames). Significant differences in the right and left sides
of the wake are clearly evident in the side view of the wake in Figure 2.

Interpretation of Hover Results

A common feature of the two hover conditions analyzed was the pairing
of successive revolutions of the tip vortices. For the two-bladed rotor,
successive revolutions originate from opposite blades. The pairing was
most evident for the 6000-lb condition, where rotation of one vortex trail
about another occurred. For example, points A' and B' in the photograph
in Figure 2 indicate a point on the tip vortex from each blade. Point A'
was emitted from the blade on the left in the photograph (Blade 1) and is
shtwn follcwing one and one-half revolutions of rotation (Ow = 540 deg),
and Point B' was emitted from the blade on the right (Blade 2) and is
shorn following two revolutions of rotation (Ow = 720 dog). Although
Point B' would normally be expected to lie farther downstream in the wake
than Point A, Just the opposite is true. In fact, Point A' has actually
passed inside of Point ' and is located below it in the photograph.
These two points are also indicated as A' and B' in Figure 15. This
rolling up of successive revolutions of two vortex trails has also been
observed in the wakes of both model and full-scale rotors operating in air
(Reference 5), and has been predicted using the hover version of the UARL
Wake Geometry Analysis (Reference 5). A sample pbotograph showing the
interaction of the cross sections of two vortex trails from a model rotor
in air is presented in Figure 16. Although the same phenomenon occurs in
air, it occurred sooner (i.e., closer to the rotor) in the water tunnel
data analyzed. For example, for a two-bladed rotor in air, the tip vortex
from the model rotors was found to roll up following approximately, one and
one-half to two revolutions in contrast to approximately one revolution in
water.

The more rapid roll-up of the pairs of vortices noted in the water
tunnel appearL to correlate with the observation of the increased
unsteadiness of the water tunnel wake described earlier for the two
conditions analyzed. The exact cause of this increased unsteadiness is
not known, although several possibilities have been identified. These are

listed below.

I. The increased bending of the water tunnel blades results in
the contracted tip vortex trails passing closer to the following
blades. In fact, for the simulated 6000-1b thrust condition,
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the vortex trails passed above the following blade. It is

possible that the interference with the blades could have

triggered the unsteadiness of the wake earlier than in air.

2. The wake unsteadiness could have been increased by the

recirculation effects of the vortex trails due to the presence
of the tunnel floor and side walls.

3. Small differences in collective pitch setting between the two

blades in the water tunnel may have been a factor.

4. Increased wake unsteadiness could have resulted from a slight
skew angle in the wake resulting from the existence of a slight

forward velocity in the tunnel or a slight inclination of

the drive shaft.*

From a discussion with Oceanics personnel, it was learned that the

pairing of the vortex trails (at hover) was clearly evident in most test

runs performed during the original (Reference 1) and subsequent test

programs. To determine if this pairing was a result of an error in the

collective pitch setting between the two blades (as well as to determine

the floor and ceiling influence), the rotor was positioned during a

subsequent test program so that it operated as a propeller; i.e., the wake

was directed along the tunnel axis with no flow in the tunnel. With that
arrangement, it was not possible to obtain a wake in which pairing of

adjacent vortex trails did not occur. A determination as to whether the

wusteadiness was delayed was not made.

Comparison of the water tunnel wake coordinates in Figures l and 15
with the coorainates from the UARL generalized wake in air shorws that the

tip vortex coor-dinates in air lie between the bounds of the coordinates in
water. Also, the characteristic trend of the axial coordinates to

increase with increasing thrust level is also evident in the water tunnel

wake. The major difference between the results in air and the results in

water, for the two conditiono evaluate, is the degree of unsteadiness of

the wake. in order to determine if this increased unsteadiness is

generally representative of water tunnel testing, an extensive range of
hovering conditions should be analyzed. This was beyond the scope of this

investigation which was limited to two hovering conditions.

*This appear,- to be a particular possibility for the 6000-lb condition.

The wake appears zlightly skewed in the photograph shown in Figure 2.
(However, the skew angle was less evident in the movie data used which

was taken at a different time.)
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FORWARD FLIGHT -- WATER TUNNEL, WAKE VERSUS THEORETICAL WAKE

The tip vortex coordinates for the Oraanics model rotor simulating
a UH-ID rotor operating at 35 and 90 kt with a lift of 10,000 lb were

obtained from the water tunnel data. Figures 3 and 4 contain sample
photographs of the wake for these two conditions. Attempts to compare
these coordinates with experimental data from other sources were unsuc-

cessful due to the lack of available wake geometry data consistent with

the water tunnel conditions analyzed. Of the available sources of
forward-flight flow visualization data (References 13 through 16, and
unpublished UARL data), several did not indicate essential parameters such

as thrust coefficient, and only one (Reference 13) contained data reduced
to coordinate form. Reference 13 contains forward flight data for a

siz.gle-bladed rotor reduced to coordinate form and generalized over a

range of thrust coefficient, angle of attack, and advance ratio. However,
following initial analysis of some of the single-bladed water tunnel data,

it was found that unacceptable extrapolations of the Reference 13 data
were required to permit comparisons of the wake geometries at similar
thrust conditions.

In lieu of comparable experimental wake coordinates, the water tunnel
wake geometries were compared with the theoretical wake geometries
predicted by the UARL Wake Geometry Analysis. Comparisons with the
theoretical distorted wake coordinates and with the theoretical undistor-

ted wake coordinates will be presented below.

Simulated 35-kt Condition

The top and side views of the tip vortex patterns from each blade of

the two-bladed Oceanics rotor simulating the lO,O00-lb, 35-kt condition
are shown in Figure 17 for the blades in the upstream (Pb = 180 deg) and

downstream (Pb = 0 deg) positions. In forward flight, the tip vortex

coordinates relative to the originating blade vary with the azimuth

position of the blade. Figure 17 shows a sampling of the wake patterns

for two azimuth positions. The upstream side of each wake revolution is

dispersed following its impingement on the rotor hub. In addition,

portions of the wake were obscured for reasons discussed earlier.

In Figure 18. the experimental wake coordinatez are compared with the

undistorted wake coordinates for the wake from the blade in the upstream

azimuth position (Pb = 180 deg). The most striking distortions of the

experimental wake from the andistorted wake representation exist in the

axial coordinates as shown in the side view. Following a given air bubble

with time allows one to map the streamline trajectory corresponding to the

blade azimuth position at the instant of emission of the air bubble. The
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streamlines generated when the blade is in the 180- and 0-deg azimith

positions define the fore and aft wake boundaries. A comparison of the

experimental wake boundaries with the undistorted wake bcundaries is

shown in Figure 19, The angle of the undistorted wake boundaries relative

to the tip-path plane is the wake deflection angle, XTPP. The contraction

of the experimental wake boundaries from the undistorted wake boundaries

is evident in Figure 19.

A comparison of the experimental wake and theoretical dis'Oorted wake

(uncorrected for wall effects) for the upstream blade position i presented

in Figure 20. Agreement is good in the top view. In the side view, the

theoretical wake has distortion characteristics similar to the experimental

wake. For example, the raised vertical position of the lateral region

(Points A in Figure 20) is common to both the analytical and experimental

vortex patterns. Comparison of the side views also demonstrates the

characteristic dip (Points B and D) over the aft region of the tip

vortex. A more detailed comparison of the axial positions of the

theoretical and experimental tip vortices is presented in Figure 21

(Points A through D from Figure 20 are indicated in Figure 21(c)). The

axial coordinates are shown versus wake azimuth position, W, for the wake

patterns associated with four blade azimuth positions (Obo 1 = 0, 90, 180,

and 270 deg). Also, indicated as the secondary horizontal~ cale is the

azimuth position of the blade at the time the tip vortex element was

generated (bo 0 ). This scale is presented to indicate the fore ('bo -

180 deg), aft P4bo 0 = 0 deg), and lateral sides of the wake (Oboo ' 0

and 270 deg). The'greater distortions (relative to the undistorted wake)

in a direction toward the rotor occur consistently on the lateral sides

of the wake, and the greater distortions away from the rotor occur

consistently in the aft region of the wake. The forward wake region is

consistently distorted toward the rotor. Although the theoretical

distortions are greater than experiment, the ability of the theoretical

analysis to predict the basic distortion characteristics is clearly

demonstrated.

The distorted wake characteristics just described have been analyzed

in Reference 4., where it is shown that they are indicative of a gross

rolling up of the undistorted skewed helical wake. It is also shown in

Reference 4 that this process may be more easily visualized in terms of

the rolling up of an imaginary cylinder traced out by the helical vortex

filaments as they travel downstream. This is shown in Figure 22. The

basic mechanism of the rolling-up process is identified in Reference 4 and

is similar to that causing the well-known roll-up of a fixed-wing wake.
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Simulated 90-kt Condition

The top and side views of the tip vortex patterns from each blade of
the two-bladed water tunnel model rotor simulating the 10,000-Ib, 90-kt
condition are shown in Figure 23 for the blades in the upstream (b = 180
deg) and downstream ('b = C deg) positions. As with the 35-kt condition,
the upstream side of each wake revolution is dispersed following its
impingement on the rotor hub.

A comparison of the experimental wake pattern with the undistorted
wake pattern is shown in Figure 24 for the tip vortex when the blade is
in the upstream azimuth position. In the top view, the experimental
vortex pattern is in close agreement with the undistorted tip vortex,
indicating only minor distortions of the longitudinal, x, and lateral, y,

wake coordinates. However, greater distortions exist in the side view
which are similar to but not as extreme as those of the simulated 35-kt
condition. A comparison of the fore and aft experimental and undistorted
wake boundaries is presented in Figure 25. Contraction of the experi-
mental boundaries relative to the undistorted wake boundaries is evident,
although not as great as for the 35-kt condition.

A comparison of the experimental and theoretical tip vortex
coordinates for a blade in the upstream position is presented in Figure
26. Again, agreement is reasonable in the top view (lateral and

longitudinal coordinates). The axial coordinates are directly compared
in Figure 27 for four blade azimuth angles, and the capability of the
theory to predict the major distortion characteristics is again
demonstrated.
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SENS!TIVITZ OF WAKE GEOMETRY TO NONSIMUIATED PARAMETERS

A fundamental question regarding model rotor wake geometry data
acquired in a water tunnel concerns the applicability of the data to full-
scale rotors. Specificaly, are the water tunnel wake patterns suffi-
ciently representative of full-scale rotor wakes such that 'they may be
used to determine full-scale rotor airloads and dependent characteristics
such as stresses, vibrations, and noise? In an attempt to answer this
question, an analytical study was conducted to evaluate the sensitivity
of wake geometry to full-scale rotor design and operational parameters

which were not accurately simulated in the water tunnel test. These
include:

1. Blade flexibility effects

2. Rotor tip-path plane angle

3. Blade cyclic pitch

4. Vi;cous effects (Reynolds number)

5. Compressibility effects (Mach number)

6. Rotor thrust coefficient

The sencitivity of the model rotor wake geometry to the nonsimulated

parameters was determined by varying the parameters independently in the
theoretical analysis. The study was limited to one flight condition --

the simulated 90-kt, 10,000-lb case for the two-bladed rotor -- and thus

the results strictly apply only to similar high-speed conditions.

SENSITIVITY OF WAKE GEOMETRY TO BLADE FLEXIBILITY,
PRECONING. AND ROTOR TIP-PATH PLANE ANGLE

The elastic response of the blade in the flapwise direction is
determined primarily by the mass, stiffness, rotational speed, fluid
medium, and type of blade root restraint employed. All of these factors
were significantly different between the water tunnel model rotor and the

full-scale UH-ID rotor. The rotational speed of the model rotor was of
such a low value that the centrifugal stiffening was almost a negligible

contributor to the total blade stiffness, therefore requiring a hingeless

rotor to be used in place of a teetering rotor. Also, as mentioned
earlier, the model blade bending displacement was influenced in water by

virtual mass effects, which are negligible in air.
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The flexibility of the rotor influences the wake geometry in three
ways. First, the flexible blade dynamic response alters the rotor air-
loading distribution which, in turn, influences the wake circulation
distribution and wake geometry. Second, blade flexibility influences the
positioning of the wake relative to the blades. Third, through differ-
ential fore and aft bending, it affects the rotor tip-path plane angle of
attack associated with a given shaft tilt. The latter influence. the
component of forward velc.izy ,iormal to the rotor disc (VsinaTpp) which,
in turn, affects the wake deflection angle. These three effects were
investigated using the UARL Rotor Analysis.

Tle influence of blade flexibility on water tunnel wake geometry,
blade loading, and relative blade-wake positioning was initially deter-

mined by comparing the analytical results using flexible blades (two
flapwise bending modes) with those assuming infinitely rigid blades.
Considering the high stiffness of the model blades, it was found that the
significant flexibility effects were limited to the first and second
flapwise bending modes and that chordwise and torsional deflections were
negligible. Advance ratio and thrust coefficient were maintained constant.
Also, tip path plane angle was maintained constant by changing shaft angle.
In Figure 28, a typical comparison of the axial tip vortex coordinates for
blades with and without flexibility is presented for one blade azimuth
position (Pbo 1 = 0 deg) along with the azimuthal loading distributions
for one representative blade station (r = 0.75). The axial coordinates
are compared because they consistently exhibit the greatest sensitivity
to changes in rotor design or operating pvarameters. It is shown in
Figure 28 that only minor changes occur in wake geometry even though
significant changes in the loading distribution due to flexibility are
indicated.

The independent effect of relative blade-wake positioning was
examined by calculating the wake geometries corresponding to the model
rotor with 0 deg and 4 deg preconing and without flexibility. Variations

in coning influence the blade-wake positioning by changing the axial
positions of the inboard sections of the blades relative to the tip and
thus also relative to the tip vortices. The effects of preconing on wake
geometry are minor as shown in Figure 29.

The sensitivity of the model rotor wake geometry to tip-path plane
angle variationz produced by blade flexibility wa: determined analytically
by duplicating the test procedure. The test procedure used in the Oceanics
water tunnel test consisted of setting the model rotor shaft angle equal

to the full-scale rotor tip-path plane angle. Assuming no model blade
flexibility, the model rotor tip-path plane would also be at the same
angle. However, as has been shown (Figure 11), substantial differential
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blade bending between the fore and aft blade positions occurred during
testing of the model rotor. This bending significantly affected the rotor
tip-path plane angle. To duplicate the actual and assumed test conditions,
the model shaft angle was set equal to the UH-lD value (as = -8.9 deg) in
the analysis and two conditions, with and without flexibility, were com-
pared. For the condition without flexibility, the tip-path plane angle
remained equivalent to the shaft angle as was assumed in the Oceanics test
procedure. However, when flexibility was added, the calculated tip-path
plane angle increased to "TPP = -6.7 deg, which was represent ive of the
angle measured from the photographic data (aTPP = -6.3 deg) as shown in
Figure 11. The effect of tip-path plane variations due to blade
flexibility on loading distribution and wake geometry is shown in Figure
30. Although significant loading variations are Indicated, it was con-
cluded that since comparable loading variations produced little change in
wake geometry with the tip-path plane angle held constant (Figure 28), the
relatively large wake coordinete variations shown in Figure 30 were pro-
duced from another source. This source is the inflow component of the

forward veloc-ity (Vsin.0,PP) which changes the undistorted wake deflection
angle (see Equation (9)). The change in wake deflection angle influences
the axial positioning of the undistorted wake relative to the rotor disc as
shown in Figure 30. However, it was found that the tip vortex distortions
relative to the undistorted wake position are not significantly influenced
by tip-path plane angle variations (Figure 31). TIis appears logical inas-
much as the axial distortions for a given rotor thrust are principally
determined by the projection of the wake geometry on the rotor plane.
This projection remains relatively constant as long as the deflection
angle is small. It was thus concluded that tip-path plane angle is an
important parameter for simulating wake geometry. However, its influence
appears to be mainly on the basic undistorted wake position and not the
distortions of the wake from that position. This finding may be important
for future wake generalization considerations and will be discussed further
in a later section of this report.

SENSITIVITY OF WARE GECWTRY TO CYCLIC PITCH

A conventional rotor feature not included in the model rotor design
is cyclic pitch control. The independent influence of cyclic pitch on
model rotor wake geometry was investigated by anal,#-tically incorporating
cyclic pitch control in the hingeless model rotor system and ccmparing the
wake results with those for the system operating without cyclic pitch.
The cyclic pitch values (Als = -1.3 deg, Bls = 3.9 deg) were selected to
simulate a typical trimmed flight condition where the rotor rolling and
pitching moments are essentially zero. The advance ratio, tip-path plane
angle, and thrust coefficient were held constant. In Figure 32, the
results of the trimmed condition are compared to those of the zero-cyclic-
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pitch, high-rotor-moment condition tested in the water tunnel, and it is

shown that the tip vortex coordinates exhibit more sensitivity to cyclic

pitch variations than to the parameters previously considered. However,
it will be shown that the tip vortex coordinates are particularly insensi-
tive to cyclic pitch variations at the points of inmportance near the rotor

(where the vortices pass close to the blades).

SENSITIVTTY OF WAKE GEO4ETRY TO REYNOLDS IUMMER AND MACH NUMBER

The effects of viscosity and compressibility on rotor airloading were
accounted for in the analysis by use of airfoil data corresponding to the
appropriate Reynolds number and Mach number combinations of the airfoil

scections. Airfoil data closely corresponding to the average tip Reynolds
number of the model test (Re = 110,000 vs. 93,000) and approximating
incompressible flow (M = 0.13) were used to represent the model rotor
airfoil characteristics (Figure 9). Also available were high Reynolds
number (Re = 12 x 106 x M) airfoil data representative of full-scale blade
conditions with varying Mach number. These airfoil data are presented in
Reference 17.

The independent influence of Reynolds number is shown in Figure 33,
in which air loading and wake geometry for the model rotor with
incompressible model Reynolds number airfoil data are compared with the
model rotor results with incompressible, full-scale Reynolds number data.

The combined influence of Reynolds number and Mach number is also shown in
Figure 33, in which the loading and wake geometry are compared for the
model rotor with incompressible, model Reynolds number airfoil data and
compressible, full-scale Reynolds number data. Again, rotor advance ratio,
thrust coefficient, and tip-path plane angle were unchanged for these
comparisons, and the effects of the relatively small changes in loading on
wake geometry are shown to be neg) igible.

SENSITIVITY OF WAKE GEOMETRY TO THRUST COEFFICIENT

In the previous figures where the predicted wake geometries are
essentially equivalent (Figures 28, 29, 32, and 33), the model rotor
thrust coefficient was constant (CT = 0.0033). The sensitivity of blade
loading and wake geometry to a 15 percent increase in thrust coefficient
(to 0.0038) is shown in Figure 34. To show the independent effect of
thrust coefficient, the advance ratio, tip-path plane angle, Reynoldz num-
bar, and Mach number were held constant. Since thrust coefficient affects
the wake deflection angle, the axial coordinates of the undistorted wake
change. Generally, the axial tip vortex distortions relative to the appro-

priate undistorted coordinates are shown to increase in magnituae by
approximately 15 percent. The equivalence of the percentage change %n wake
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distortions and that in the thrust coefficient seems reasonable when the
direct relations between wake distortion velocities, circulations, loading,
and thrust coefficient are considered. Thus, it may be hypothesized that
tip vortex distortions are proportional to tkrust coefficient. This means
that the change in the tip vortex coordinates would have been proportion-
ately greater than that shown in Figure 34 if a larger thrust coefficient
increment had been selected.

The 15 percent increment in thrust coefficient, selected for Che
sensitivity study, corresponds to the difference between the value for the
model rotor operation in watez and that for the UH-lD rotor condition in
air. This difference resulted from a compressibility correction applied
by Oceanics in selecting their test corditions. In the preceding section,
in which the effect of compressibility on wake geometry was discussed, the
rotor thrust coefficient was held constant. This is not consistent with
the test procedure employed in the Oceanics water tunnel test program. As
previously discussed, one of the main objectives of the water tunnel test
reported in Reference 1 was to investigate the correlation of model and
full-scale rotor collective pitch settings for the rotor set at appropri-
ate shaft angles and scaled thrust coefficient values. For this
correlation, the compressibility correction presented in Equation (1)
(Prandtl-Glauert correction = 0.87) was introduced to account for
compressibility as it affects the relation between local lift coefficients
and angle of attack value6 at the blade sections. Thus, in simulating a
given full-scale thrust coefficient, the model rotor was operated at a
lower thrust coefficient. For example, for the 90-kt flight condition
under consideration, the model rotor was operated at a thrust coefficient,
CT, of 0.0033 compared to a full-scale °hrust coefficient of 0.0038.
Although this is the correct procedur4 to correlate blade angle settings,
the resulting model wake geometry' obtained is not strictly representative
of the full-scale rotor wake geometry. The wake circulation strengths
which influence the wake geometry are dependent on the actual lift at each
section, which is integrated into the total thrust coefficient, and are
not directly dependent on the blade angles which produced the section lift
values. In Figure 34, the wake variations due to thrust coefficient
increments associated with the compressibility correction are shown to be
fairly small. However, it is concluded that in order to most correctly
simulate the wke geometry of a full-scale rotor in the water tunnel, the
full-scale thrust coefficient should be duplicated directly without the
application of the compressibility correction.
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COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL MODEL AND FULL-SCALE ROTOR WAKES

The wake geometry of the full-scale UH-iD rotor operating at 90 kt
was computed using the UARL Rotor Analysis. In Figure 35, the predicted
full-scale wake coordinates are compared with the predicted coordinates

for the model rotor operated in the water tunnel at a thrust coefficient,

CT, of 0.0033 and a tip-path plane angle, aTPP, of -8.9 degrees. The
similarity of the theoretical wake of the full-scale rotor operating in
air and the theoretical wake of the model rotor operating in water at the

same tip-path plane angle, thrust coefficient, and advance ratio, as

shown in Figure 35, is of major significance in that it indicates that,
although many parameters are not accurately simulated in water tunnel
testing, the experimental wakes obtained therefrom may still be represen-
tative of the wakes of full-scale rotors as long as certain essential

parameters are simulated properly.

SU 1ARY OF WAKE GEOMETRY SENSITIVITY RESULTS

The wake geometry results of the sensitivity study are summarized in
Figure 36, in which the axial distance of the tip vortices relative to the
rotor tip-path plane at points where the vortices pass beneath the blades
(blade-vortex "intersections" in the top view) are plotted versus blade

azimuth angle, Ib, for the various rotor conditions analyzed. A sample

diagram showing the blade-vortex "intersections" when the rotor blades are
at qlb = 90 deg and 270 deg is included in Figure 36. The approximate
location of the blade-vortex "intersections" for othee rotor azimuth
positions may be obtained from Figure 37, in which the top view of the

undistorted tip vortex patterns is presented. Since the wake is most

influential on blade airloading at the blade-vortex "intersections", the

intersection points may be used as the primary indicators of wake

sensitivity to particular parameters, although greater wake geometry
differences exist for other less critical points in the wake, particularly

downstream of the rotor. Presented in Figure 36 are: (1) the sensitivity
at constant thrust coefficient of the predicted model rotor wake geometry

to independent variations in the nonsimulated parameters (blade flexi-

bility, tip-path plane angle, cyclic pitch, Mach number and Reynolds

number), (2) a comparison of the predicted model and full-scale rotor wake
geometries, and (3) the undistorted wake positions for the model and full-

scale rotors. It is shown in Fieure 36 that at the blade-vortex "inter-
sections", the model rotor wake is insensitive to blade flexibility, cyclic
pitch, Reynolds number and Mach number variations, but sensitive to tip-

path plane angle. It is also shown that at the "intersections", the model
rotor wake is equivalent to the full-scale rotor wake for the same tip-

path plane angle. In addition, the distortions from the undistorted wake

positions are consistently in a direction toward the rotor at the "inter-
sections".
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A major conclusion drawn from this wake geometry sensitivity study is
that, in addition to number of blades, the primary pcrameters that deter-
mine wake geometry for typical, high-speed rotor operating conditions are
those that establish the uandistorted wake deflection angle. As defined
previously, the wake deflection angle is the angle between the undistorted
wake streamlines and the rotor tip-path plane. These primary wake para-
meters for a -given blade design are:

1. Nuber of blades, b
2. Rotor advance ratio, Ik
3. Rotor thrust coefficient, CT
4. Rotor tip-path plane angle. aTPP

As shown in Figure 36, for constant values of these parameters, wake
geometry was found to be relatively insensitive to variations in azimuthal
(time-varying) distributions of blade airloading. This was true even
though rather extreme variations In blade airloading distribution resulted
from the incorporation of cyclic pitch and the elimination of flexibility
in the model rotor as shown in Figure 32. The blade airloading variations
due to Reynolds number and Mach number differences were shown in Figure 33
to be relatively small. Also, the wake predicted for the model rotor
operating in water, shown in Figure 35, was found to correlate well with
the wake predicted for the full-scale rotor (UH-iJ) operating in air, even
though large differences in blade airloading azimuthal distributions
existed for the two cases. For the selected flight condition for which /,
and CT were held constant, significant changes in wake geometry resulted
only when aTPP was varied. The aTPP variation of primary interest foc
improving water tunnel test procedures corresponds to the differences
between the values for the full-scale and model rotors which resulted from
the fact that blade flexibility was not accounted for when setting the
model rotor shaft angle in the water tunnel (full-scale aTPP = -8.9 deg
vs. model value of -6.7 deg*). The sensitivity of wake geometry to blade
design parameters influencing the radial (spanwise) distribution of air-
loading (twist, taper, tip design, etc.) remains to be investigated.

The earlier discussed findings that the axial distortions of the tip
vortex from the undistorted coordinates may be insensitive to tip-path
plane angle and proportional to thrust coefficient are important for wake
generalization considerations. The ability to simplify the representation
of the effects on the wake of these two primary wake parameters would
greatly facilitate future attempts to generalize wake geometry. Since the
basis for these findings is limited to the conditions described herein,
it is recommended that further checks at other conditions be made.

*Theoretical aTPP = -6.7 deg, test aTPP -6.3 deg (for model rotor).
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APPLICATION OF WATER TIRJ L AND STEORETICAL WAKE
GEOMETRY TO DETERMINE FULL-SCALE ROTOR AiRLOADS

To determine the sensitivity of full-scale rotor airloads to wake
geometry, the theoretical wake geometries presented in the previous
section were used in the analysis to calculate the airloads of the full-
scale UH-ID rotor. In addition, to demonstrate the application of the
water tunnel wake coordinates to represent the full-scale wake in the
computation of full-scale rotor airloads, the experimental model rotor

wake for the 90-kt condition was used to compute the airloads for a full-

scale UH-lA rotor condition for which flight test airloads data were

available. These forward flight airloading results are presented in this
section along with a general d-iscussion of the influence of wake geometry
on the airloads of a hovering rotor.

SENSITIVITY OF FULL-SCALE ROTOR AIRLOADS TO
WAKE DEVIATIONS CAUSED BY NONSIMULATED PARAMETERS

To determine the sensitivity of predicted full-scale rotor airloads
to differences in the predicted model rotor wake geometries due to the
nonsimulated parameters, the following computations were made. The full-
scale UH-lD rotor wake geometry was calculated and used to predict the
full-scale rotor airloading distribution. The theoretical model rotor
wake geometries, discussed above, were then used in dimensionally scaled
form to represent the full-scale rotor wake, and the resulting airloads
were compared with the airloads based on the full-scale rotor wake. These
airloading comparisons are presented in Figure 38. For a constant aTPP
and CT, the predicted model wake was shown in the previous section to
correlate well with the predicted full-scale rotor wake due to the
insensitivity of the wake to the other nonsimulated parameters. Thus the
full-scale airloads are also insensitive to thI other nonsimulated model
rotor parameters. The results indicate that virtually identical airloads
are computed regardless of whether the wake used is the one computed for
the UH-1D rotor or whether it is a wake computed for a model rotor
operating in water. However, this is true only if the primary parameters
influencing the wake (14, CT, aTpp, b) are held constant. The dashed curve
shown in Figure 38 indicates the differences in airloads that would result
if the model rotor wake were computed for the aTPP that actually existed
in the water tunnel due to the blade flexibility effects. The local
differences in airloading for the two aTPP values (e.g., at r = 0.35, #b =

180 deg, and at r = 0.85, b = 90 deg) are due to the closer position of
the tip vortex to the rotor for the a TPP = -6.7 deg condition, This
sensitivity of airloading to tip vortex position will be discussed further
below (in particular, the sensitivity at r = 0.85, 4b = 90 deg indicated
by Points A, B, and C in Figure 38).
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COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL FULL-SCALE AIRLO.ADS WTTH FLIGf TEST DATA

Since experimental airloads data for the UH-1D rotor were unavailable,
the flight test airloads data from Reference 18 for the UH-IA rotor
operating at 88.5 kt were selected as the basis for the airloads correla-
tion study. The values of the primary wake parameters for the selected
LA-lA test condition are compared in Table VII with the values for the
water tunnel rotor. Although it is recognized that the primary wake para-
meters are not equal, the UH-IA test condition most similar to the water
tunnel rotor condition was selected.

TABLE VII. TEST CONDITTONS AND ROTOR PAMETERS
FOR CO4PARING BLADE AIRLOADS

U -lA Water Tunnel
Full-Scale Rotor Model Rotor

Number of blades, b 2 2

Rotor advance ratio, j 0.21 0.19

Thrust coefficient, CT 0.00'37 0.0033

Rotor tip-path plane angle, fTPP -3.6 deg -6.3 deg

Rotor solidity, a 0.0369 o.o64

Blade twist, 01 -12 deg -10.9 deg

Blade taper None None

Blade aspect ratio, AR 17.3 13.7

Airfoil section NACA 0015 NACA 0012

Root constraint Teetering Hingeless

The theoretical tip vortex pattern for the UH-IA flight test
condition is presented in Figure 39 for a sample rotor position. The
distortions in the top view are shown to be small, particnlarly in the
region of the rotor. The wake distortion features characteristic of those
observed experimentally in the water tunnel are present in the calculated
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distorted wake pattern. These consist of the contraction of the tip
vortex toward the tip-path plane at the forward points of each revolution
(tW = 180 deg and 540 deg), the lower positions of the aft wake points

= 360 deg and 720 deg,), and the higher positicns of the lateral sides
of the wake (I= 90 deg 270 deg, etc.).

Although the differences in rotor design and flight conditions are
recognized, the experimental wake coordinatet prasented earlier for the
model rotor operating in water at the simulated 90-kt condition were used
to represent the UH-lA rotor wake. Using this wake, the airloads were
computed and are compared with the flight test data in Figure 40. The
predicted airloads based on the theoretical wake for the UH-lA are also
presented in this figure. As shown, the predicted airloads based on both

the experimental model rotor wake and the theoretical full-,scale wake are:
in good agreement with the flight test data except at certain local
positions on the rotor disc. it will now be shown that the local differ-
ences in airloading may be attributed to the extreme sensitivity of the
predicted airloads to tip vortex position where the tip vortex passes
close to a blade.

SENSITIVITY OF FULL-SCALE ROTOR AIRLOADS TO WAKE POSITION

High-Speed Flight

The sensitivity of the UH1A rotor airloading distributions in high-
speed flight (14 > 0.15) to various theoretical L ±f-w representations is
shown in Figure 41. The inflow representat4.bns were based on (1) variable
inflow from a distorted wake, (2) variable inflow from an undistorted wake,
and (3) constant inflow. At the 0.95 R radial station the calculated
airloads from the variable inflow methods, which account for wake effects,
are graf#.t improved over the constant inflow results. For the inboard
stati6ns, the inclusion of wake effects, distorted or undistorted,
generally resulted in little effect on the airloads except at certain
local positions on the rotor disc. It was found that these positions
coincide with points where a tip vortex passes beneath the blade (blade-
vortex "intersections"). Such intersections are generally evident as
high-frequency oscillations in the airload distributions. For example, in
Figure 40, a high-frequency disturbance is indicated at the 0.4 R station
in the blade azimuth region between 120 deg and 200 deg. The source of
this oscillation is shown in Figure 39, in which the tip vortex from the
preceding blade (Blade 1) is shown to be in close proximity to the point
on the blade under consideration (Point A of Blade 2). For the blade in
the azimuth position shown in this figure (Ob = 180 deg), the vortex is
inboard of Point Al and thereby induces an upflow at that point which is
reflected as an increase in the airloading at that nosition (see Figure
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40). However, when the blade was at Pb= 140 deg, the tip vortex passed
beneath Blade 2 on the outer side of Point A!, resulting in an induced
downflcm at that point.

Another blade-vortex "intersection" occurs near the 0.85 R station at
the blade azimuth position of 90 deg. In Figure k4, the predicted wake
distortion is shown to result in an increase in airloading (Point D)
relative to both the test data and the airloading based on the undistorted
wake. In Figure 38, the influence of the predicted UH-lD wake distortion
is shown to be just the opposite: a decrease in airloading, at 0.85 R,
due to the blade-vortex "intersection" in this region as shown in Figure
37 atq4 b = 9C deg. This can be explained by examining the locations of
the tip vortex relative to the point on the blade at the blade-vortex
intersections as shown in Figure 42. The tip vortex of the UH-1D rotor is
located outboard of the 0.85 R radial station (Points B and C) and thus
induces a downflow at that point which decreases the airloading. However,
due to the change in advance ratio beteen the UH-lA and the UH-1h
conditions ( 0.21 vs. 0.19), the tip vortex of the UH-lA rotor is
located inboard of the 0.85 R radial station (Points D and E) and thus
induces an upflow which increases the airloading. Although the loading
variations are also influenced by distortions of other regions of the
wake, by slight radial distortions of the tip vortex near the blade, and
by coupling effects between loading and blade response, an estimate of the
sensitivity of airloading to the axial position of the tip vortex may be
obtained by noting the airloading values at r = 0.85, 0 b = 90 deg in
Figures 38, 40, and 41 that correspond to tho tip vortex positions indi-
cated in Figure 42 (Points A through E). For example, the axial distortion
of the tip vortex for the UH-lD rotor at aTPP = -8.9 deg of 0.04 R, which
displaced the vortex from 0.08 R to 0.04 R from the blade (C to B),
produced only a 10 percent change in loading, whereas the 0.035 R distor-
tion of the tip vortex of the UH-1A 2rotor from 0,04 R to 0.005 R from the
blade (E to D) resulted in a 35 perc(nt change in loading. The induced
effects of the tip vortex distortions are also evident in the radial air-
loading distributions of the two rotors as shown in Figure 43.

Rotor airloads are dependent on the vorticity shed from the inboard
portion of the blades in addition to the tip vorticity. Since the water
tunnel wake data is limited to tip vortex data, the inboard wake geometry
must be assumed in an airload analysis. In the UARL Rotor Analysis, the
inboard wake was assumed to be undistorted and at the momentum skew angle.
In order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the predicted airloads to this
assumption, the inboard wake coordinates were arbitrarily shifted toward
the rotor. The shift in the inboard wake coordinates was selected by
assuming that the wake-induced inflow was zero at the rotor (ViMOM = 0)
and thereby setting the inboard wake skew angle of the Ui-1A equal to
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the flight test tip-path plane angle (XTPPinboard = aTPP = -3.6 deg) which

results in the wake being parallel to the free-stream velocity. The water

tunnel tip vortex coordinates were not changed. The resulting airloads

are shown in Figure 44* to be insensitive to this large change in the

inboard wake geometry.

In general, for the conditions investigated, it was found that when
the tip vortex is located within 0.05 R from the blade, the sensitivity of
airloads to relatively small deviations in vortex position is appreciable

and increases with decreasing vortex distance from the blade. This is in
accord with the Biot-Savart law, which states that the velocity induced at

a point by a vortex varies inversely with distance between the point and
the vortex. This sensitivity indicates the importance of obtaining
accurate wake coordinates in such regions. The local high harmonic air-
load ocillations which are predicted for the UH-lA rotor based upon both
the theoretical and water tunnel wake geometry and which do not appear in
the measured flight test data in Figure 40 are apparently due to the
placement of the tip vortex too close to the blades at certain blade-
vortex "intersections". it is noted that the axial tip vortex displace-

ment from the blade near r = 0.85 R, Pb = 90 deg was the same from the
water tunnel data as that predicted by the analysis (0.005 R), which
resulted in equ4:alent airloading values at that point (see Figure 40).
The fact thc. the predicted and experimental tip vortex displacements at
that point are identical is coincidental, considering the differences in

the primary wake parameters. However, it is important to note that
agreement with the test data could be produced by displacing both wake

geometries by approximately 0.03 R in this region. This displacement is

equivalent to the estimated Lzcuracy of the reduced water tunnel wake

coordinates. Also, when a tip vortex is positioned within approximately
0.01 R from a blade (approximately 0.2 chord lergth), an accurate
representation of the vortex core in size and structure is required in the
analysis. However, vortex core data applicable to full-scale rotors are
extremely limited. A vortex core radius of 0.1 chord was assumed in the
analysis.

*The predicted UH-lA airloads presented in Figure 44 based on the unmodi-

fied distorted wake coordinates differ from those presented in Figures 40
and 41 due to the use of a different rotor disc angle in the analysis

during the early period of the investigation. However, the differences
between the airloads corresponding to the modified and unmodified wake

coordinates are representative.
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It has been shqn that, for the flight condition investigated, wake
distortions generally have only a small effect on rotor airlojdo. This
implies that, for such conditions (moderate to high speed and appreciable
wake deflection angle), the use of an undistorted wake wrould generally be
acceptable for predicting rotor performance and estimating blade bending
stresses. However, the increased amplitude of specific higher hari.onics
of loading due to local wake distortions near the blades could be
significant in determining accurate stress distributions and rotor
vibration and noise characteristics. These harmonic amplitudes increase
as the flight condition is varied in a manner such that the wake

approaches the rotor blades. For example, low aTPP and associated low
wake deflection angle conditions occur particularly for helicopters with
auxiliary propulsion as well as for helicopters in maneuvers. The
existence of significant vibrations caused by tip-vortex-induced forces
on the blade is discussed in Reference 19.

Low Flight Speeds and Hover

At low flight speeds ( A- 0.15), the rotor airloads are more
sensitive to wake geometry. Investigation of the airload sensitivity in
the low-speed region, which encompasses the hover and transit.on flight
regimes, was beyond the scope of this study. Furthermore, the applica-
bility of the existing water tunnel wake data to pyedict airloads for the

transition speed conditions is hindered by the ! 'iitations mentioned
previously for transforming the wake data to drtrdinate form.

The sensitivity of rotor airloads to wake geometry for hovering
conditions has been determined previously based on wake coordinates from
model rotor tests in air and the UARL Prescribed Wake Hover Performance
Analysis, and the results are reported in Reference 5. It is shown in
Reference 5 that rotor hovering performance (thrust-power) and the radial
distribution of blade airloading are very sensitive to small changes in
wake geometry. For example, an axial movement of the tip vortex beneath
the following blade of 0.01 R changed the integrated thrust coefficient by
as much as 3 percent for a two-bladed rotor and 10 percent for a six-
bladed rotor. The increased sensitivity with increasing number of blades
is attributed to the closer position of the tip vortex to the following
blades. Predicted airload distributions and integrated performance w~uld
be very sensitive to the variations in the water tunnel tip vortex

7 coordinates noted in FigureS 14 and 15. Even assuming the wake to be
steady prior to the passage of the following blade (411j- 180 deg), the
change in integrated thrust based on the extreme axial coordinates for the
simulated 6000-lb condition shown in Figure 15 was estimated to be
*15 percent of the measured thrust value. Thus, if the occurrence of the
unsteady wake behavior in the water tunnel at a closer position to the
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rotor than in air is generally representative of water tunnel testing,
the water tunnel wake data should not be used to calculate hover
performance of rotors in air. However, even without unsteady effects, due
to the extreme sensitivity of hovering performance to small changes in tip
vortex positionit is queZtionable whether water tunnel wake data would be
of sufficient accuracy (within O.CI R) for quantitative performance
calc'ilations for rotors in air. I' is thus recommended that, until the
unsteadiness problem is resolved and the accuracy is determined, future
experimental programs to accurately determine the wake geometry of rotors
hovering in air be restricted to tests in air.

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF WAKE EFFECTS ON ROTOR AIRLOADING

The study of wake distortion effects on rotor airloading has, until
recently, been a neglected ares in the field of helicopter technology.
This is mainly attributable to the lack of sufficient wake geometry test
data and theoretical wake methods. With the recent completion of flow
visualization tests and the development and incorporation of the Wake
Geometry Analysis in the UARL Rotor Analysis, the application of realistic
distorted wake geometries to the rotor airloads problem became feasible.
Prior to the investigation reported herein, efforts at United Aircraft

toward the hover condition. The influence of wake geometry on hovering

rotor performance and airloads is discussed in detail in Reference 5, and
thus the followirg dib-ussion will pertain mainly to forward flight
conditions. In the couret. " evaluating the water tunnel test procedures
and data, this investigation pr')vided an opportunity to apply the
theoretical analysis and thereby obtain an understanding of some of the
fundamentals of the forward-flight airloads problem. Although the
investigation of a wide range of rotor conditions remains to be conducted,
the following hypotheses regarding forward-flight wake geometry and wake
effects have been deduced from conditions analyzed to date.

1. Wake geometry in forward flight for a given blade design is
primarily determined by number of blades and the following
parameters which determine the wake deflection angle (see
Equation (13)): advance ratio, /, rotor tip -path plane angle of
attack, aTPP, and thrust coefficient, CT.

2. Rotor wake effects on blade airloading generally decrease with
increasing advance ratio, increas.ng rotor angle of attack, and
decreasing number of blades. Increasing the advance ratio
reduces the number of blade-vortex "intersections" by displacing
the wake d~ownstream from the rotor. Increasing the zotor angle
of attack increases the axial spacing between the wake and the
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rotor by providing an additional component, VsinTp, to the
vake axial transport velocity relative to the rotor disc.
Decreasing the number of blades reduces the number of blade-
vortex "intersections" by reducing the number of tip vortices
in the vake. In addition, for rotors with fewer blades, the
vortices from the previous blades have more time to move
further beneath a blade due to the increased blade spacing. The
effect of rctor thrust level is more complex in that it tends to
increase wake eff'ncts at the rotor by increasing the strength of
the tip vortices, bat at the same time it tends to decrease wake
effects by inzreasing the rotor-wake axial spacing. In addition
to the reduction of wake effects due to these blade- wake
geometry considerations, advance ratio and angle of attack
influence the proportion of the wake-induced velocities to the
total induced velocities at the blades. An increase in either
of these parameters leads to an increase in the axial velocity
component, VsinaTpp, which contributes to the total rotor
Uiflow. An increase in this inflow component decreases the
significance of the wake-induced velocities. At moderate to
high flight speeds ( >0.15), this component is typically
greater than half of the total inflow.

3. For moderate to high-speed flight (> .15) the wake deflection
angle is the predominant factor in determining the significance
of wake effects. For most conventional helicopter conditions
where the rotor supports the total gross weight and provides the
total propulsive force, the rotor is normally tilted over at an
angle of attack which results in a wake deflection angle of
sufficient magmitude to reduce the sensitivity of the airloads
to wake effect . However, wake effects can be anticipated as
being very significant tor helicopters with auxiliary propulsion
or for helicopters in a maneuvering condition for which the wake
deflection anglL may approach zero, or for wh.,h the rotor may
be rolling into its wake.

4. For low-speed flight (Pt 0.15), the sensitivity of airloads to
wake effects is greater because of the lower magnitude of the

flight velocity components, VcosaTpp and VsinaTpp. This limits
the extent to which the wake is transported away and results in
a greater number of blade-vortex "intersections" closer to the
rotor. In fact, tip vortices pass above the blades for some
low-speed flight conditions. The typical "roughnes." experi-
enced by aircraft flying in this low-speed range is attributable
to wake effects on the vibratory response of the rotor blades.
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5. In addition to the factors mentioned above, wake effects on
rotor forward-flight performance are less than wake effects on
hover performance since in fogrwd flight the tip vortices do
not continuously pass beneath the tip region of the following
blades. As shown in Reference 5, the hovering rotor generates
as much as one-third of its lift over the outer 10 percent of
the blades. The pansage of a tip vortex close to the blade in
this tip region has ben shown to ainfticcntly influence the
tip airlonding, nnd thus the integrated rotor performance. In

forward flight, the vortl oel it) nnt continuously pass under the
blades in the prodomineirt Wtdin regions, In fact, for rotors
with low numbers .,f bln'Iam flying at high advance ratios, there
are no bl'de-vortx "InI;tsrnkofiii" for a large extent of the
blade azimuth t;ravol.

6. In forward fliftht, thm nh.D,-bim of wake distortions is
important in the reIt,,o5 in whir'h the vortices pass close to
the blades. Althoeugh the rniro prominent distortions occur
downstream of the rtor whore wake roll-up occurs, leading to
large excursions of the wake relative to the uhdistorted waka,
these are of lesn nigbificance at the rotor. Since the blade
airloading ia very sensitive to smll changes in the axial
position of the vortex beneath the blade when the vortex is in
close proximity, the prediction (or measurement) of the
distortion to a high degree of accuracy is required.

7. Refinements in the analyses to include iVdproved vortex core
information, interference effects of the rotor hub and fuselage,
and vortex breakdown and decay charactei*'zics appear to be
wa-ranted.
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SUGGESVD PROCEDURES FOR FUTURE WATER TUNNEL FLCJ VIT3UALIZATON tESTS

From the results of this investigatios, methods for improving water
tunnel testing and wake documentation procedures for future tests have
become evident. These, along with a method for generalizing wake geometry
in forward flight, are discussed below.

IMPROVED EST PROCEDURES

The test techniques used during the water tunnel experimental program
were reviewed to determine improved test procedures for acquiring rotor
wake data to be used for quantitative applications. A series of suggested
improvements for future water tunnel tests were formulated based on the
results of the data reduction and sensitivity phases of this investigation.
The suggested test procedures have been categorized under (1) general test
techniques, (2) selection of model rotor operating conditions for full-
scale rotor simulation, (3) photographic data recording, (4) wake dimen-
sion acquisition and scaling, and (5) selection of future test parameters.
These are discussed below.

General Test Techniques

1. Emit bubbles from only one blade at a time. Bubble emission
-ti-om all blades was judged to be the most significant hindrance in
interpreting photographs of three-dimensional wake patterns from multi-
blade configurations. However, provision should also be included for
multi-blade bubble emissions for qualitative study of the vortex inter-
action characteristics.

2. Release bubbles at specified time intervals. Starting and
stopping bubble emission would result in bubble groupings with easily
identifiable end points. Streamlines could be traced by following the end
bubbles. Also, association of the end bubbles with the blade azimuth
position at the time of emission (Pb0 O) would facilitate the determina-
tion of the wake azimuth coordinate OW) using Equation (7).

3. Reverse thrust direction and rotor shaft angle setting so that

the wake Ls shed above, rather than below, the rotor. The objectives of

this procedure would be threefold. First, the fax side of the wake would

not be visually blocked by the hub and shaft hous;Lng. Second, by com-

paring the wake data with the results of the Z-verse mode of operation,

the effect of buoyancy on the tip vortex coordinates could be checked

experimentally. 7ird, wake impingement on the hub and the associated

distortion and dissopqation would be eliminated. This would be of
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particular merit when correlating with theoretical results for -an isolated&
rotor. However, it is recognized that hub interference on the flow over
the aft portion of the rotor would exist for a ful -zcale rotor operating
at convetional shaft tilt. The effect of this could also be evaluated
by comparison with results of the opposite mode of operation.

-I If hovering rotor wake data must be taken in a wace.r tU ,el,
position the rotor so that the ,ake is directed along the tlAnnel axis
rather than toward the tunnel floor as was done in the test program
reported in Reference 3. T1his will eliminate floor and ceiling effects on
wake recirculation. However, there still may be some effects of the walls,
and it will be necessary to limit the duration of the test period in the
closed-circuit tunnel to insure quiescent flow upstream of the rotor.

5. Emit dye externally from the rotor to visuaIite cross sections
of the wake as was done in the test program reported in Reference 3. In
addition to dbserving the wake recirculation, tha use of the dye patterns
to visualize the cross sections of the vortex sheet shed from the inboard
region of the blade could be explored.

6. Rotate the rotor blades in the conventional direction relative
to the camera position to facilitate comparisons with photographic wake
data from other sources.

Selection of Model Rotor Operating Conditions
for Full-Scale Rotor Simulation

1. Operate the model rotor at the same advance ratio, u, and with
the same number of blades, b, as the full-scale rotor condition being
simulated.

2. Set the model rotor shaft angle, accounting for blade bending,
such that the resulting tip-path plane angle is equivalent to the full-
scale rotor value.

3. When wake data are of interest, operate the rotor at the full-
scale rotor lift coefficient (or thrust coefficient). Do not include a
Prandtl-Glauert compressibility correction as was done in Reference 1.

4. If possible, use model !blades with higher effective stiffness
(i.e., higher structural stiffness, and/or lower rotational speeds) to
reduce spanwise bending and thereby more accurately simulate the coning,
flapping, and bending of the full-scale rotor blades. This would improve
the simulation of the relative blade-wake geometry, and Aould reduce the
occurrence of some unrealistic blade-vortex encounters as uell as the
passage of the model rotor tip vortex trails yove the blades.
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ThotozraDhic Data Recordiw,

I. Take photographs of the top view and both the advancing and
retreating sides of the rotor. However, if the camera position must be
limited to one side of the rotor, place the camera on the advancing side
since the more significant blade-vortex intersections occur on that side.

2. Take photographs of different views of the flow field at the
same time. This would greatly facilitate the data reduction efforts and
would eliminate possible differences in the wake coordinates obtained from
different views due to any unsteadiness in the wake.

3. Include a rotor blade azimuth indicator in each view of the
wake.

4. Record the camera distances and viewing angle to a fixed
reference point in the tunnel, and do not change the position of the
camera during the test.

5. If still photographs are to be used to obtain quantitative wake
data, (a) measure and record the rotor azimuth position corresponding to
each photograph, and (b) take a sequence of photographs at varying
azimuth positions.

Wake Dimension Acquisition and Scaling

1. Mark the rotor hub center for use as a reference point, and mark
a reference length on the top and side of the shaft housing (e.g., 0.04 R
with division markings at each 0.01 R).

2. Use a black background for contrast with the white bubbles.
Since the white grid lines previously used interfere with the visibility
of the bubbles, do not include grid markings in the background region
behind the wake. However, include grid markings or reference marks out-
side of the wake region in all views. If grid markings are used, space
them at even increments of the rotor radius and, if possible, corrected
for parallax, camera lens distortion, and water refraction.

3. To evaluate corrections to account for parallax, camera lens
distortion, and water refraction, prior to testing place a reference grid
in the water tunnel at various distances from the camera and record on
film.
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Selection of Future Test Parameters

1. To determine the sensitivity of wake geometry to the primary
rotor operating parameters, systematically vary the parameters g, C, and
aTpp"

2. Include rotors having more than three blades and varying blade
designs (i.e., designs which vary the radial distribution of loading).

PROCEDURES FOR DOCUMEfrING AND GENERALUZING WAKE GEOMETRY DATA

Wake Documentation

The detail to which wake geometry test data must be reduced is
dependent on its proposed application. Several possible applications are:

1. To compare the general wake characteristics of various test
conditions and configurations

2. To compare the wake data with the results of other test
programs

3. To compare the wake data with predicted wake coordinates to
evaluate theoretical wake methods

4. To determine the wake interference with objects located down-
stream of the rotor

5. To incorporate the experimental wake geometry in analyses for
determining the rotor-induced flow field, blade response, and
airloads, and associated characteristics such as blade stress,
vibrations, and noise

Several alternative methods, each representing a different level of detail
and accuracy, are available for documenting wake coordinates. The
selection of the particular method to be used will depend on the specific
application and the accuracy required for that application. At one
extreme, a complete set of experimental wake coordinates may be required;
at the other extreme, no data reduction is required if known undistorted
wake coordinates are considered adequate. The fact that the data reduc-

tion can be a very time-consuming process leads one to select the simplest
method with sufficient accuracy for his application. Also, comparisons of
the wake patterns may be presented in a more easily understood format
using simplified coordinate representations which are more readily adapt-
able to theoretical analyses.
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Obviously, the most accurate and straightforward but also the most
extensi-ve and time-consuming wake documentation procedure would be to
obtain three-dimensional coordinates of the entire vortex trail system for
all blade azimuth positions. This w-4s accomplished for the four test
conditions reported herein and may be necessary in the future for applica-
tions in which local effects are of interest or a high degree of accuracy
is required. The most accurate wake documentation procedure, other than
tabulating and plotting all of the wake coordinates, is to develop curve-
fit equations in which the wake coordinates are expressed in terms of
constants describing certain wake features. For example, curve-fitting
techniques used to represent the wake for a hovering rotor were applied
in the investigation reported in Reference 5. It was found that the steady
portion of the hovering rotor wake (near the rotor) could be expressed in
terms of relatively simple equations which facilitate the rapid estimation

of contracted wake geometries for a wide range of rotor designs and
operating conditions. Although the wake of a rotor in forward flight is
more complex than the hovering rotor wake due to the variation of the
entire wake pattern with time, it may still be possible to develop
simplified curve-fit equations to represent it. In fact, this has already
been attempted for a single-bladed rotor as reported by Gray in Reference
13. A review of Gray's procedure was encouraging. However, considering
the wake features apparent from the current investigation, certain
assumptions in Reference 13, such as the representation of each wake
revolution by a circle, are questionable. The development of a curve-
fitting method for the waer tunnel data was beyond the scope of this
investigation due to the limited number of flight conditions reduced.
Puture effort toward evaluating the applicability of curve-fit techniques
to forward flight wake geometries is recommended. It is noted, however,
that unless the curve-fit constants can be generalized for various rotor

designs and operating conditions, the curve-fitting technique only results
in a simpler method for presenting the data, since the entire set of wake
data must still be reduced to coordinate form in order to determine the
appropriate curve-fit equations and constants.

In order to obtain a less complex coordinate representation of the
wake which would enable one to document the major wake features, several
intermediate approaches were considered. One suggested intermediate
method of waka documentation which appears to have promise will now be
discussed. This method was developed as a reasonable compromise for
applications in which the wake in the imediate vicinity of the rotor is
of primary interest. In its most simple form, the method takes advantage
of the absence of significant wake distortions in the top view in the

vicinity of the rotor for moderate and high-speed conditions. The validity
of an assumed undistorted wake increases with increasing advanne ratio.

Using the undistorted wake coordinates in the top view for the x and y
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coordinates, the wake documentation is reduced to applying techniques for
determining the axial coordinate, z. The suggested technique to accom-
plish this is to document the axial coordinates of the tip vortex at the
blade-vortex "intersections" in combination with the axial coordinates for
the fore, aft, and lateral wake boundaries. This results in an accurate
doccmentation of the tip vortex near the blades and a description of the
general wake features (in the axial direction) downstream of the rotor.

A sample plot of the axial coordinates, z, at the blade-vortex
"intersections"t, obtained from the theoretical wake results, was presented

i ' Figure 36. Similar plots could be developed from experimental wake
data. The manner in which one may obtain the other two wake coordinates,
x and y corresponding to the blade-vortex "intersections" based on the
undistorted wake representation, will now be presented.

2he radial location at which the blade-vortex "intersection" (in the
top view) occurs is presented in Figure 415. A new value "T' of the first
subscript for 4Pb is introduced to identify the blade at which the vortex
intersection occurs. It is noted that the blade originating the vortex
and the blade intersecting the vortex may be the same. It is shown in
Figure 45 that, for a two-bladed rotor at a / of 0.19, "intersections"
with the tip vortex of the intersecting blade occur only over one-fourth

of the azimuth range (''ll=60 to 120 deg, and 34i5 to 15 deg).
Intersections with the preceding blade occur over a larger azimuth region
but not the entire azimuth range. In fact, blade-vortex "intersections"
over the outer half of the blade (rb 0.5)~ are limited to the lateral
sides of the rotor. Also included ii'Figure 45 is the azimuth position of
the blade which shed the intersecting vortex at the time the intersection
point of the vortex was shed 0k/b0,0). The values of this azimuth
coordinate are never less than 90 deg nor greater than 270 deg, for it is
only the wake from the upstream side of the rotor that intersects with

the blades. The wake from the aft side of the rotor is swept downstream.
This azimuth coordinate, b0 0' is of importance in determining the wake
azimuth coordinate, 'w, whicA in turn is important for determining the
undistorted wake coordinates, x and y, from Equations (14) and (5). The
wake azimuth coordinate, ,W,, may be obtained from the following equations:

If the originating blade is also the intersecting blade,

- - 0

q1"qP~ - 4 bl' q+ 360 (14)
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If the originating blade is the preceding blade,

%kw 0bo, bo,0 (15)

in which

=b0, 1  ,I +36Go/b (16)

It is noted that for configurations in which blades other than the
originating or preceding blades are involved in the blade-vortex
"intersections", increments of 360 deg/b must be added to b,l. For
other advance ratios in which more wake revolutions are involved in the
blade-vortex intersections, increments of 360 deg must be added to qW.

The blade-vortex "intersection" coordinates presented in Figure 45
may be obtained for other combinations of number of blades and advance
ratio from the following equations:

r rb Sin * bo o/ sin 41b 0  (17)
O0o

0 rb cot 4/b, rb cot 41b 0  F I- 'b /sin *b0 ,o (18)0,0 bo1o 0,0 I

Equation (18) is a transcendental equation which may be solved for bo,°
using iterative techniques.

In addition to the wake coordinates at the blade-vortex intersections,

it is suggested that the axial coordinates for the fore, aft, and lateral

wake boundaries be documented. These boundaries are equivalent to the
streamlines of a point on the tip vortex shed when the blade azimuth,
fbo,o, is 0 deg (aft boundary), 90 deg (advancing side boundary), 180 deg
(forward boundary), and 270 deg (retreating side boundary). The fore and
aft boundaries were presented for the model rotor in Figures 19 and 25 for
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the simulated 35-kt and 90Qkt conditions, respectively. If,, as, suggested,

the x coordinate is to be based on the undistorted wake, the data reduc-
ti'on is simplified by measuring only the axial coordinates and plotting
the results as shown in Figure 46. In this figure, curves for the four
boundaries are presented for the-model rotor operating at the simulated

90-kt condition. The axial doordinates, z, are plotted versus Pw, which
is representative of the time that has passed since a particular vortex
point on the streamline was shed from the blade. It is equivalent t6 the
azimuth travel of the blade from the time it shed the :point of vorticity.
If, for a given vortex point on the streamline, the blade that originated
the point is at the azimuth position O-b in the fixed coordinate system,
then the wake azimuth position, *w, of the vortex point relative to the
blade at b may be obtained froA Equation (7). The azimuth coordinate,

can be used in the undistorted wake equations, Equations (4) and- (5),
to obtain the x and y coordinates corresponding 'to the measured axial
coordinates, z, of the wake tboundaries.

The above wake documentation method', in addition to simplifying the
presentation of the wake data to'a set of simple equations and blots of

the axial coordinates at the blade-vortex "intersections" and wake
boundaries, reduces the data reduction efforts significantly. The Axial
coordinates at the blade-vortex "intersections" may be readily obtained by
selecting a frame of-the movie film showing the side view of the wake at
a given blade azimuth position, *fbl 1 , measuring the axial distance
between the vortex and the tip-path'plane at the few intersection ,points

that usually exist, and repeating the process for other azimuth .positions.
The axial coordinates at the boundaries may be readily obtained by

selecting the frame of the movie film in which a blade is at the azimuth
position equivalent to the boundary azimuth position (bo, - 0 deg, 90
deg, 180 deg, or 270 deg), advancing the film frame by frame at known
azimuth intervals relative to the first frame (*W), and measuring the
axial distances to the tip-path plane of a point on the vortex which left
the blade at PboO" For the water tunnel film date, a particular air
bubble trapped in the tip vortex may be used to identify a vortex point.

Although the above suggested method is based on the documentation of
only a limited number of points in the wake, it is possible to connect
them and obtain a reasonable reconstruction of the entire wake pattern,
particularly near the rotor. The approximate x and y coordinates of all I
points in the wake are known from the assumed applicability of the
undistorted wake equations. From these and the measured axial coordinates
associated with the wake boundaries, four points on each revolution of

each tip vortex are available for each rotor position. From the
coordinates a~isociated with the blade-vortex "intersections", several
additional points near the rotor are available for each rotor postion.
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Reasonable fairing, based on knowledge of the realistic woke features-,-

through the available vortex points should result, in a reconstracfd wake
which is sufficient for most appIcationis.,

The accuracy resulting from applications of the above simplified
wake documentatioh rewains to be determinedl. Tt is expected that the
accuracy will be greatest near the rotor and for moderate and high-flight

speeds due to the assumption of the undistorted top view. Variations
from this approach may be developed to Improve the accuracy for Certain
'applications. For example,- if even greater accuracy is required near the-

rotor, several more streamlines of vortex points emitted from the forward
half of the rotor ( 1 bo 90 deg to 270 deg) may be reduced. Additional

streamlines from the rearkward half of the rotor (bo = 270 deg to 90
deg) would not be required because they are located aownstream of the

rotor. Another refinement to this procedure that could be coisidered
would replace the undistorted x and y coordinates by actual measurements
for the blade v6rtex "intersections". This woul& still involve less work

than reducing data for the entire wake. Finally, it may be desirable to

include modifications to account for hub interference on the wake distor-

tions and dissipation downstream from the hub.

Wake Generalization

Further simplification of wake documentation, which would also permit

the rapid determination of wake geometry for untested configurations and

flight conditions, may be possible through generalization of the wake

coordinates. This has been substantially Accomplished for the hovering

flight condition as reported in Reference 5 in which experimental wake

coordinates are generalized in, terms of simple equationz for a wide range

of the following rotor design and operating parameters: number of blades,

rotor solidity, rotor thrust level, tip speed, blade twist, and aspect
ratio. Similar generalization techniques may be possible for forward-
flight conditions. However, the problem is complicated by the introduc-

tion of additional variables such as flight speed, rotor tilt, and time

(blade azimuth position).

One form of generalization is the potential representation of the

top view of the wake by the undistorted wake coordinates for a certain

range of conditions. This geheralize.- the Y and y coordinator in terms of

advance ratio, z, and number of blaies, b. It aLso provides a rapid means

for determining the blade radial loc&tion. for blade-vortex "inter

sections". That is, genrralizel charrs of the form shown in Tirure 45
could be developed to cover the completc rane of namber of blade and
advance ratio. The determintlon of the primary rotor operating para-
meters which affect the wake (b, Ix, CY, aTPP) repreenfn another step



toward generalIzation since it reduces the number of variables to be
considered. From the results for the limited conditions reported herein,
the possibility of generalizing the variation of wake geometry with these
Ip9rameters qpoears encouraging. For example, from the resu1ts presented
in Figure 31, it appears that the tip vortex distortions relative to the
undistorted .ke position are not significansly influenced- by aTpr varia-
tions, and thus the influence c_" al is mainly on the undistorted wake
position (wekce deflection angle). if this ,holds true at other conditions,
then aTPP could be eliminated as a variable influencing wake distortions.
A second examiple concerns the possible generalization of the effect of
thrust coefficient, CT, on wake geormetiy. Since the tip vortex circula-
tion strength is proportional to CT, it might be anticipated that, if the
other variables are held constant, the tip vortex distortions relative to
the undistorted wake position are propprtional to CT. An example of this
was shown in Figure 31. A third example concerns number of blades. 'For
the hovering condition, it is reported in Reference 5 that the influence
of number of blades 'on the wake geometry was mainly restricted to

determining the wake azimuth position, OW, at which the magnitude of the
axial wake transport velocities are changed., A similar generalization for
forward-flight conditions remains to be investigated. Also, an investiga-
tion to determine if blade design parameters infiuencing radial load
distributions affect thd forward-flight wake remains to be conducted.

Ijowever, inasmuch ah these may be expected to influence the details of
the wake circulation, based on the results of the sensitivity studies

presented previously, these parame ters may also prove to be unimportant.

An investigttion directed toward the generalization of the wake
geometry chatactezrltics -of rotors in forward flight should consist of
aetermining the sa6 Jtivity of wake geometry to the rotor design and
c9pating paramete!s over a wide range of designs and conditions,
generalizing the resajts, and developing a set of generalized wake charts
(din/or equationso)4 Considering the cost of an experimental program and
the experimental limitations ,ited herein, it is recommended that this
wake generalization study be conducted, at least initially, using the A
analytical tools available. Following the development of improved test
techniques, the analytical reaults could be checked and/or expanded upon
experimentally.

TUN.NEL WALL CORRECTIONS

The presence of the tunnel walls implies that the rotor wake
geometries observed in the water tunnel (or any tunnel) will not be
exactly the same as those observed in unconstrained flow. Considerable
progress has been made in developing procedures for determining the

influence of wind tunnel walls on model flow fields for low-speed
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conditions where the wake is deflected sharply from the free-stream

direction (e.g., References 20 and 21). This work has principally been
concerned with evaluation of tunnel-induced velocities in the vicinity of
the model lifting device (the rotor in this case), and results along the

3L longitudinal and lateral axes of a model centered in e tunnel are given
in Reference 20. Limited graphical results for the plane of symmetry of
the entire flow field are also given in Reference 21; however, these

results are for a rotor located 30 percent above the center line of the
tunnel. This contrasts with the Oceanics model location, which was on the
cente:r line of the tunnel. The application of detailed tunnel wall
corrections to the water tunnel wake geometry data was beyond the scope
of this study. The intent here is to give some indication of the magni-
tude of the corrections that are likely to exist for the two forward-
flight conditions analyzed in this study (V = 35 and 90 kt).

A primary indicator of the potential severity of the tunnel wall
corrections is the wake deflection angle (XTpp). The corrections are
smallest in high-speed flight, where the wake deflection angle is close
to 0 deg and becomes most severe as the deflection angle approaches 90 deg
for the hover condition. ) r the 35- and 90-kt conditions, the wake
deflection angles in free air without tunnel wall effects are approximately
19 deg and 9 deg, respectively. These are relatively low values and, as
a result, the wall corrections near the rotor are also fairly small. Thus,
from Reference 20, the walls cause the wake deflection angle (as defined
by the velocities at the rotor center) for the 35-kt condition to be
reduced by only about 2 deg. This means that the measured water tunnel
wake would be closer to the rotor than would be the case in unconstrained
flow. For the 90-kt condition, a reduction of only about 0.5 deg in
deflection angle at the center of the rotor would result.

The tunnel wall effects are, of course, different throughout the flow
field. The results presented in Reference 21 can be used to estimate the
effects of the walls at different points in the vertical plane of symmetry.
At the leading edge of the rotor disc, the error between the deflection
angles with and without wall effects is only about two-thirds that at the
center of the rotor. On the other hand, the 'errors become larger at
points downstream of and b^low the rotor center (e.g., at a point located
1 radius aft and below the trailing edge, the deflection angle error is
-.bout twice as big as the rotor center error). Far downstream, of course,
the wall effects must reduce the deflection angle to zero if the wake in
the tunnel is to end up flowing parallel to the tunnel walls. Reference
20 shows that for the deflection angles being considered here, the wall
corrections to axial velocities over the lateral axis of the rotor are
approximately equal to those at the center line.
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If emphasis is to be placed on the effect of wake distortions on

rotor loads, the above-mentioned flow regions where the tunnel wall

effects are the largest are of little consequence because of their dis-

tance from the rotor. The wake from the forward half of the rotor passes

closest to the rotor blades. T.erefore, a logical method for correcting

water tununel wake data would be co increase the measured axial displace-

ments of the wake from the rotor tip-path plane by the average correction

in wake deflection angle for this region of the flow. The average

deflection angle ccrrections for the 35-kt and 90-kt conditions would be,

then, about 1.6 deg and O.4.deg, respectively.

It should be noted that following the initiation of this study,

References 3 and 22 were published. In these references, it is inferred

by the authors frm, recent water tunnel data that tunnel wall corrections

of the type -onsidered in this section (i.e., those for wind tunnels) may

not be applicable to water tunnel data. This was attributed to different

"wake energy dissipation scaling" in water and in air. It is also

inferred that, due to the increased viscous dissipation in water, water

tunnel wall effects are less than wind tunnel wall effects for the same

model to tunnel size ratio. The data presented in Reference 3 do not

appear to fully support the statements made. A plot of the "mass flow

wake deflection angle" as a function of forward velocity (Reference 3,

Figure 21) for different test section sizes shows measured wake angle

changes of approximately 5 deg with varying test sections at both the

35- and 90-kt conditions. These wake angle deflections are greater than

the above-mentioned deflectiorns (less than 2 deg) predicted for a wind

tunnel.
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MODEL ROTOR tSitNG IN WAZR VERSUS AIR

The following discussion compares the advantages and disadvantages of
testing in water with those of testing in air.. P'imary emphasis is placed
on flow visualization tests to obtain wake data,,

A sample flow visualization photograph of the wake- of a model rotor
in air was presented in Figure 16 for a hovering condition. The test
techniques used to obtain sch photographs and the results obtained there-
from are presented in Reference 5. A sample photograph of the wake in air

for a model rotor operating in the UARL wind tunnel is brejented in Figure
47., Flow Viualization photographs taken in air showing the wake in the

rotating systcm (smoke emitted from the blades) are presented in
References 14 ai 2-d . In addition to the use df smoke as a flow visualiza-
tion technique in air, several new approaches are currently ander develop-
ment which do not require the ihtroduction of an external agent (e.g.,

smoke.). A Schlieren system for photographing the wake is discussed in
Reference 2L. Another technique using laser-holography to obtain, three-
dimensiona3l holograms of the wake is under development at UARL. A sample
shadowgraph of the wake of a model propeller obtained from a hologram is
shown in Figure 48.

The following is a listing of the advantages and disadvantages of
water tunnel testing relative to testing in air. In reviewing the state-
ments made, it should be remembered that a major question in selecting a
water tunnel as opposed to a wind tunnel for any future wake geometry
tests is "Do the details of the rotor airloading azimuthal distribution
have to be simulated?". If the answer is yes, then the potential disadvan-
tages discussed below become very real and a water tunnel may not be
appropriate. The theoretical sensitivity results presented in this report
indicate that at moderate speeds, the details of the airloading were not
important in determining wake geometry. Hence, the water tunnel can be
considered for further, improved testing in this speed regime. However,
similar senitivity calcuations ohould be conducted for lo-forlard-
speed conditions before any further water tunnel testing in this regime
is attempted.
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POTENTIAL ADVANTqGES OF WATER TUNNEL TESTING

1., ClaritV _f Tip, Vortex I'Atterns

The water tunnel flow visualization technique provides an extreinly

clear qualitative demonstration of the tip vortex pattern .. The retention
of the air bubbles in the core 6f the vortex far downstream of the rotor

,makes this a useful technique for studies which require knowledge of the
far wake,.

2. Viewing Range

The small test section size npermits a viewer and/or a camera to

observe the entire wake pattern from ore viewing ,point.

3. Tunnel Wall Effects

It is claimed in References 3 and 22, for the same relative size of
the model rotor and tunnel, that the tunnel wal-leffects in water are less

than those in air due to differences in wake dissipation. However, as

mentioned in the preceding section, it is believed that more work is

required to substantiate this.

It. Cost of Testing

Because of their relatively small sizes, water tunnels provide a
relatively inexpensive means of conducting rotor flow visualization tests.
In particular, if it is required to test in air in a large wind tunnel
facility to reduce wall effects, the costs of testing in water would be

less. This advantage does not necessarily apply to hover tests, for which

tests in air are not conducted in a wind tunnel.

POTENTIAL DISADVANTAGES OF WATER TUNNEL TESTING

1. Size Limitations

The model size is restricted by tunnel size limitations, which are

significantly greater for existing water tunnels than for wind tunnels.

Size limitations are of particular importance for testing models with
small dimensional refinements in blade design such as the incorporation of

cambered airfoil sections and new tip designs. Also, the design of blades

which are dynamically scaled to full-scale blades would be impossible.
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2. Reynolds,.Number Limitations

The size' limitations coupled with the -ean-ed loads in water (due
to the incieased fluid density) limit the rotational npeeds to extremely

low' values to avoid Structural problems. The low rotational speed and,
model size compromise the Reynolds numbers in vatek to values less than
those typical of testing in air, even thoagh the density of water is
almost three orders of magnitude greater. This is particularly true for
hover tests, in which the model rotor tip speed in air is not cofp-opmised,
by tunnel speed limitations to attain higher advance ratios. For example,

in the. model rotor tests in air, reported in Reference 5, the tip Reynolds

number was 52 x 104 compared tc 9.4x 104 in the ater test of Reference 1.
Reynolds numbei effects on airf6il characteristics are mainly of signifi-

cance in the stall region, where they determine the maximum section lift
coefficient. Thus the maximum rotor thrust coefficient of the water
tunnel model may be less than that of the model rotor in air.

In addition to the above, there are other viscous limitations. Rotor

drag characteristics in water are not scalable and thus rotor torque data
would not be meaningful. Also, vortex core sizes may differ due to vis-

cous effects.

3. Compressibility Limitations

Tests in which compressibility effects are important would obviously
be severely compromised in an incompressji"- fluid such as water. However,

thus far, no serious compromises of water tunnel wake geometry patterns
caused by lack of compressibility effects have become evident. Alsc n
the test results reported in Reference 5, wake geometry was insensitive to

tip Mach number variations over the range of tests (0.46 to 0.61).

4. Similarity With Full-Scale Blades

Due to the size limitations, virtual mass effects, and the absence of

centrifugal stiffening, flapping hinges and cyclic pitch control may not
be incorporated in the water tunnel model. This leads to unreasonable

bending deflections. Size and structural limitations make dynamic

similarity impossible. Also, blade mass balance and elastic axis position
are not scaled. Although these limitations might be expected to severely

compromise the simulation of full-scale wake geometry, their influence on

the wake for moderate and high-speed conditions was predicted to be

generally small as reported herein.
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S. inboad-Vortex Sheet

h e inability to obtain realistic results from exter)Ial emission ofair bubbles due to the buoya, j Pt6blem discussed in Refe'rence 1 impliesthat the location of the itP ard vortex sheet may not be obtained in themanner, previously used 41n ,'Ake testing (Reference 5). owever, the(external emission of dye as shown in Reference 3 should bDe explored for
this purpose.

6. Other Test Measurements

Measurements of -blade Stresses. and blade and slipstream dynamic
pressures are impractical in water.
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CONCLUSIONS,

Conclusions pertaining specifically to the uaefulness of existing
water -unnel wake geometry data for quantitative purposes should be conr

sidered in, the light that the data evaluated were primarily obtained to

define qualitative rotor wake features. That objective was achieved, and

the water tunne-1lUow v1rualization technique provides an excellent quali-

tative demonstratio of tip vQttu patterns.

1. 3-om the two hover conditions analyzed,. the existing qake

geometry data ,obtbined ip the water tunnel f6r #he hover conditions do not

appear useful for quantitative purposes. The data differ significantly

from those obtained in air, particularly with regard to the steadiness of

vhe wake near the rotor-. 14owever? further substantiation of the generality

of this conclusion is required through analysis of more test conditions.

2. Based on comparisons with, theoretical results, the existing

forward-flight wake geometry data obtained in the water tunnel appear

reasonable. However, major portions of the tip vortex filazents comprising

the wake cannot be accurately defined from the available photographs due

to the test techniques used. This problem -becomes more severe as rotor

advance ratio is decreased.

3. Improved test procedures are required to improve the quality of

the wake data for quantitative applications and to facilitate the accuracy

and efficiency of data reduction. A list of suggested test procedures for

future water tunnel tests of rotor wake geometry hab been formulated

4. Simplified, cost-effective procedures for reducing and

documnenting photographic wake geometry data appear possible. Suggested

in this report is a method which emphasizes the documentation of blade-

vortex "intersection" points and the fore, aft, and lateral boundaries of

the wake.

5. The theoretical results indicate that, for forward flight

conditions, the primary parameters influencing wake geometry for a given
blade design are number of blades, rotor advance ratio, thrust coefficient,

and tip-path plane angle. Any attempt to apply available water tunnel

data to specific full-scale rotor flitht conditions should insure that

these parameters are duplicated.
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6. The theoretical results indicate that tip vortex geometry for
moderate to high-flight speed ( -0.15) is insensitive to parameters which
influence the azimuthal variation of blade airloading Auch as blade flex
bility, cyclic pitch, Reynolds number, and Mach number. Thus the fact that
the full-scale values of these parameters were not accurately simutlated Ln
the water tunnel does not appear to compromise the data significantly, at
least for two-bladed rotors.. However, viscous and compressibility effects
on the structure of the vortex core and its influence on the wake geometry
in both water and air remain to be determined.

7. The relative insensitivity of rotor wake geometry to many
parameters heretofore considered potentially important leads to the
definite possibility that rotor wake distortions may be generalized in
terms of only a few variables. This result should provide a framework
within which fature wake geometry tests and theoretical computations should
be conducted.

8. Rotor wake distortions can be expected to have a significant
effect on blade loadings at those forward-flight conditions where the tip
vortex lies within about 5 percent of the rotor radius from the blade.

or such condition-, the airloads are very sensitive to small changes in
vortex position, and thus a very accurate experimental determination or
theoretical prediction of this position is required.
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1 The sugges : ibi, -iade he-rein for impr ,oving water- #unnel test
proedure sh~lf be qrp6&ated, in n f'q-tur .emsin O.~ig_ AS its-

6bjedc -ti the- measutemhent, o 'ft~to)r-ke izeometz-ies

2. Additiohal 86eiiitivity s4tudies, s iiilar jo-th sedis-cused in.,
tih. repor t hould be imade fo&r the- loe'pe ie . _hro .h
use, d oaailable rotor waqke geomety analdyses., the degree to iN4hich -wat

geomt~-can- .!affe-cted, by conrentional, yotor raerswil.-canno~t
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ting the n.umber -of blades, dvanfe ratiok, thrkust coefficient, an&tip--path-
-niane anle -of -a sma1. moqd6,1 rotor- oper tin in a.g in~ tnel for

whi-ch- flow Visu6.1Ii-Ati~h data would al16o b~e-I taken.. Ihn addition,- it is
reccimenddd that several ful1L-6cale, rotoi. con'ditions, for which airloado-
dht&- are -tite~blk, be- accuratelysimulgtede in the water tunh4l to prQvide

e~erimenta waegeietkies that directly correspb~d: to- the f ullsdale-
rotor conditionfs-. the~g,6e wake- geomretriOs should be qsed -in theoretical
analrses, to predidt aiid cod&6ar -airload-s.

Ii. he enstivt~jof ake~eoet~y to blqd'e design aeters
Influencing the rad, 4istribution of lbddifig (e.g., twist, aspect ratio,

taper, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o an i ei )Trf r~l~tcnitiohs thu e- determined
saly.-Lically. and, exkerimtAlly. AIJO, the veoriation -of wake geometry-1 in-
forw &d flight wi 14th 4nuinbL,! of -bliat v, (tothrough -eight)- sjiould -be.

5. A wide r~ange -of -hcvb.- miaditions -6hou.14d be 4441yec to deteg,
V ~ to corAtive extent offthe unstepaIiLness 6f the wt,.r tte.wk e&

tive 'to the rotor ,Mkqe 1in air. Until this I.s-~4td t{ eomnc
~Uat ruture ekper~lien t&I mrgs ty ac r6l .ee~ii hew1 e.
metry -frotors hver ,ug in a1r be, restriv~ted tp-tests I.n dir., Investlga-.
ttons aouIId also tv tndren toexamine ,ihn detail the stabi~t
*="tristics, of the wake c'il- hovering-rotor.

SIt i-a x-enmended- f;iabt the suggested simplifidd pr-0cpdu for
W-oe Au'lhotion, described herein., be used. in- future make stuies to
rr;,_. dmaj fo V;kstifying the significa# vWke features and to proide-a



common basis for comparison. The use of the simplified wake data to
determine rotor airloads should also'be evaluated.

7. An investigation to generalize the wake geometry characteristics
of rotors in forward flight is recommended. This should consist of
determining the sensitivity of wake geometry to the rotor design and
operating parameters over a wide range of designs and conditions, gneral-
izing the results, and developing a set of generalized wake charts (and/or
equations). Considering the cost of an experimental program and the
experimental limitations cited herein, it is recommended that this wake

generalization study be conducted, at least initially, using the analytical
tools available. Following the development of improved test techniques,
the analytical results could be checked and/or expanded upon experi--
mentally.

8. In view of the predicted sensitivity of rotor airload.3 to small

variations in tip vortex position when the vortex lies close to a blade,
and the observation of the wake instabilities, investigations of the

structure and decay of the vortex core appear warranted.
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Figure 22. Schematic 6f~ Rotor anfd Fixed-Wing Wakes.
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ITEMS HELD CONSTANT INAALYSIS
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Figure 30. Effect ,of Rotor Tip-Path Plane Angle, on Model Rotor Loading
and Wake Geometry.
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Figure 32. Effect of Cyclic Pitch on Model Rotor Loading and Wake
Geometry.
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Figure 34. Effect of Thrust Coefficient on Model Rotor Loading

and Wake Geometry.
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ITEMS HELD CONSTANT IN ANALYSIS
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